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Abstract 

The structure of the DNA-protein complex in the insecticidal crystals produced by 

Bacillus thuringiensis var. hrstaki HD-73 was investigated. The role of DNA in the 

activation mechanisrn of the crystals was detennined by monitoring the fate of the DNA 

and protein during the activation process with gut juice eiuymes fiom spruce budworm, 

Choristeneurafumijrana. The results demonstrate that the DNA is CO-processed with 

the protein. giving rise to novel DNA-protein complexes as intermediates. The role of the 

DNA appears to be mainly structuml, providing a framework for the sequestering of the 

protein into the crystal. Based on the results obtained, a structural model for the 

arrangement of the DNA-protein complex is proposed. An activation model is also 

proposed which accounts for the pmcessing of the DNA and protein components of the 

ciystals. The model offers explanations for the unusual mec hanisrn of prote01 ytic 

activation of the Bt crystal protein. 

The sunlight inactivation (photo-inactivation) of Bt crystals was studied by U V -  

irradiation studies. The results of these studies suggest that the photo-inactivation is due 

to the formation of covalent linkages between the DNA and crystai protein. UV 

irradiation at 302 nm for 8 hours was sufficient to cause the total loss of biological 

activity of the crystals. Incorporation of water-soluble antioxidants into crystal 

preparations inhibits the photo-inactivation reaction. Ascorbic acid was found to be an 

effective antioxidant and inhibited the photo-inactivation of Bt crystals. In the presence 

of ascorbic acid, the toxicity of the irradiated crystals did not decrease significantly under 

the same conditions and the retention of toxicity is estimated to be approximately one 

order of magnitude Ionger than unprotected crystals. The inactivation of crystals was 

inducible in the presence of a free-radical generator, suggesting that a fiee-radical 

mechanism is responsible for the photo-inactivation of the crystals. 

A highiy sensitive method has been developed for the detemination of the C- 

terminal sequence of proteins. The C-terminal sequence of chymotrypsin was detennined 

using this methodology. C-terminal peptides h m  ribonuclease and fiom the cwstal 

protein fiom Bacillus thuringiensis var. kurstaki HD-73 were also isolated using this 

procedure. 
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Generai I n  traduction to Bacillrrs thuringiensis 
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The control of insect pests is a major economic concem to the agicultural and forestry 

industries. Generally, the control of insect pests is achieved through the application of chemicai 

insecticides. Environmentaf concems with respect to the impact of chernical spraying on 

ecosystems has become of major concem and as a result. much effort has been directed towards 

the search for more environrnentaliy fnendly alternatives to manufactured chemicals. In 

particular. the search for effective bioinsecticides has received much irnpetus. especially those 

which display hi& specificity and toxicity for the target organism and the absence of toxicity 

towards mammalian and avian species (Fisher and Rosner. 1959). Despite the large nurnber of 

microbial products. originating fkom bacteria. fiuigi and vimses, which display toxicity towards 

insect pests (Miller et ai.. 1983). only 13 such products have k e n  approved for use in the field 

by the Arnerican Environmental Protection Agency (Wilcox et ai.. 1986). 

The most wideIy used and effective bioinsecticides currently in use are derived fiom the 

natural products obtained fiom the bacteriurn Badius rhuringiensis (Bt). Commercial 

production of Bt-derived products was initiated in 1958 in the United States of Arnerica 

Widespread use of these products did not begin until the 1980s at which t h e  they also found 

extensive use in Canada against food crop pests. The annual world-wide expenditure of Bt 

products is reponed to be approxirnately 100 million dollars (Lambert and Peferoen, 1992) and 

is estimated to be 1-2% of global insecticide sales. These figures are estimated to be equivdent 

to 2.3 Mkg of Bt crysti-ais annually (Rowe and Margaritis, 1987). In recent years, the extensive 

use of Bt-based products has been employed against forest pests, namely against spmce 
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budworm control in Ontario and Quebec, in the control of jackpine budworm and western 

spruce budworm in the Western provinces, and against the hemlock looper and gypsy moth in 

the Atlantic provinces (Statistics Canada, 1987). 

The most severe limitations of the use of Bt products as bioinsecticides arise mainly 

from an economic standpoint, namely the coa effectiveness of application in the field the loss 

of products fiom plant foliage due to rain and the loss of insecticidal activity due to exposure to 

sunlight: photo-inactivation. Another factor of importance is the acquired resistance of insecis 

to Bt formulations upon extensive exposure to the bioinsecticides. however this phenornenon 

has only been reported for the diamondback rnoth. Plutella xylosteffa in field studies 

(McGaughey and Whalon. 1992). Other irisects have displayed resistance in laboratory 

experiments. However. as a whole, this factor appears to be less important than the observed 

photoinactivation of Bt formulations upon exposure to sunlight. 

B. htringiensis is a gram positive soi1 bactenum which is easily distinguished fiorn 

other closely related species B. cereus and B. anthracis by the parasporal inclusion body 

(crystal) which is produced during sporulation in the former. The insecticidal activity of 

various species of bacilli towards silkworm larvae was discovered in Japan as early as 1902 

(Andrews, R.E., 1987). It was suggested that the insecticidal activity was the result of a toxin 

despite the fact that no identifiable toxin could be isolated fkom these bacterial cultures 

(Aoki. K. and Chigasaki, Y., 1915; Angus' C.T., 1954). It \vas later discovered that 
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crystalline inclusions were observable in these cultures (Hannay and Fitz-James. 1955; 

Angus. C.T.. 1954) and it was soon reported that the toxic effects were associated with the 

crystalline inclusions (Angus, T.A.. 1954). The toxic component of the crystal is known as 

the 6-endotoxin in order to differentiate it fiom other toxins which are produced by the 

bacterium. The biosynthesis of the crystals coincides with sponilation (Huber and Liithy? 

198 1 ). Bipyramidal crystais, one per bactenum. are produced during sporulation and can be 

observed through a phase contrast microscope or by electron microscopy as s h o w  in Figure 

1.1. 

Each spodated ce11 contains a spore and a crystalline inclusion of about the same size; 

approximately 1 micron (Holmes and Monro. 1965) and accounts for approximately 30% of the 

total cellular protein (Dean, 1984). In the latent stage of sporulation. the crystais and spores are 

released fiom cells. which undergo lysis. The abundance of crystals produced d u ~ g  this phase 

suggests that they provide some survival value to celIs. Due to their toxic nature. susceptible 

insects will eventually provide the nutrition for germinating spores under favourable growth 

conditions. In so doing, bacterial proliferation would be favoured allowing for mathg and 

hence exchange of genetic material ( G o d e z  et al.. 1982). 
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Figure 1.1 Crystal of Baci//us thuringiensb su bsp berliner as observed under 

the electron microscope (Hannay and Fitz-James. 1955) 
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The classification of Bacillus thuringiensis strains is accomplished according to H- 

serolpes, based on flagellar or H-antigens. Although a new classification scheme has been 

proposed (vide uifrsi), the H-serotyping by flagellar agglutination has proved to be the rnost 

sensitive. specific, reliable and rapid method of identification. The serological classification 

c m  be further subdivided into varieties or subspecies based on biochemical analysis for 

esterase activity (de Barjac. H.. 198 1 ). Ellar et al. (1 985) proposed a new scheme of 

classification based on the order of insects to which the proteins produced within the crystals 

are toxic. This scheme allows the differentiation of Bt subspecies into the following categorîes: 

( 1 ) lepidopteran specific (moths and buttedies), (2) dipteran specific (black flies and 

mosquitoes). (3) coleopteran specific (beetles). (4) lepidopteran and dipteran specific and (5) no 

known toxic activity. 

1.3 Mode of Action 

There is still considerable disagreement with respect to the mode of action of the crystal 

protein on susceptible insects. While the molecular details of the mode of action of the crystal 

protein have not k e n  elucidated, there are several features on which there is generd agreement. 

Upon ingestion of the crystal protein, the alkalinity of the insect gut, pH>lO 

(Berenbaurn. M., 1980) causes cleavage of the disulphide bridges and dissolution of the crystal. 

Milne and Kaplan (1993). isolated a single ûypsin-like enzyme fiom the insect gut juices fiom 

spruce budwom, ChoristeneuraJumi/erana, which has been s h o w  to be responsible for the 
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proteolytic processing of the ciystal protein (protoxin) to the toxin, which may then exhibit its 

cytotoxic effects within the insect. 

It is generally accepted that the target tissue for the toxin is the gut epithelium of 

susceptible insects. The epithelial cells undergo morphological changes upon ingestion of the 

crystal protein and the cells eventually rupture (Tojo, 1986). Percy and Fast (1983) reported 

that the toxin induced a cytoplasmic response in columnar cells within one minute after 

ingestion of the crystals dthough extemal symptoms were not exhibited until fifteen minutes 

later. One minute after ingestion. the microvilli became less consistently uniform in diameter 

and appeared swollen. Within five minutes of ingestion, the microvilli of some columnar ce Ils 

disappeared completely and the mitoçhondria in these cells were swollen. Within ten to fifieen 

minutes. general metabolic breakdown had occurred. Knowles and Ellar (1 987) have proposed 

a two step mechanism for the observed swelling and lysis of cells based on the leakage of 

intracellular markers. They propose that the kndotoxin binds to a specific plasma membrane 

protein and then generates srnail pores in the plasma membrane. either by inserting into the 

membrane or indirectly by perhirbing the Iipid bilayer through disruption of resident plasma 

membrane molecules. The net result of the created pores is colioid-osmotic lysis; a net influx 

of ions into the cells with a concomitant influx of water causing swelling and lysis of cells. 

Several techniques have been employed in the study of the mode of action of the Bt 

toxins. These methods including binding assays, voltage-clamp experiments and membrane 

potential 1 conductance studies, using epithelial midguts of various susceptible insects, b m h  

border membrane vesicles (BBMV) and/or planar lipid bilayers as mode1 membranes. 
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Several important features concerning the toxic activity of Bt 6-endotoxins have been 

determined by these methods. in-vivo and in-vitro ligand bloning assays have confirmed that 

Cry toxins bind to microvillae in the midgut of susceptible insects and receptors in model 

membrane systems (Knowles and Ellar, 1986; Haider* et al., 1987; Lee et al., 1992; Bravo et 

al.. 1992; Denolf, P. et al.. 1993; Vadlamudi, R.K., et al.. 1993; Yi, S. et al., 1996; Lee et al., 

1996c: Lee et al.. 1997) Putative receptors of the Cryl Ac toxin have k e n  identified and 

puri fied from Manduca sexta, tobacco homworm (Sangadda et al .. 1 994)' Lymantria 

dispur, w s y  moth (Vaiaitis et ai., 1995) and BBMVs of Hefiothis virescens. tobacco 

budworm (Knight et al., 1995). Aminopeptidase N (APN), a 120 kDa protein punfied fiom 

bmsh border membrane vesicles of Manduca sextu (Knight et al.. 1994) and of Lymantria 

dispar (Lee et al ., 1 996c). has been shown to be a specific receptor for the Cry 1 Ac toxin. 

Cornpetitive binding assays have raised some controversy with respect to binding sites (Lee, 

M.K and Dean, D.H.. 1996b) and the relationship between binding affinity and insecticidal 

activity (Van Rie. J. et al.. 1989; Garczynski. S.F. et al., 1 99 1 ; Sanchis. V. and Ellar, D.J., 

1993). Other studies have found that toxicity is directly correlated to the irreversible binding 

(Liang. et al.. 1995)- 

The ion-channel / pore-forming model for the mode of  action of toxin, initially 

proposed by Knowles and Ellar (1 987), has been studied extensively by means of voltage 

clamp experirnents (Harvey and Wolfersberger, 1979) and membrane potential / conductance 

measurements (Schwartz. LL. ,  et ai., 1993; Peyronnet et al., 1997; Schwartz. LL. et al., 

1997~).  Incorporation of toxin into membranes has been shown to affect membrane 
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permeability to various ions (Knowies and Ellar, 1987; Sangadala et.al., 1994, Schwartz, J.- 

L.. et al.. 1 993). The ion-channels that are formed, as a result of toxin incubation with 

membranes. were s h o w  to be pH-dependent; forming anion-selective channels at low pH 

and cation-selective channels at higher pH (Schwartz. J.-L., et al.. 1 993). The observed pH- 

dependent ion-specificity has been ascribed to the titration of ionizable amino acid residues 

responsible for pore formation and due to conformational changes (Feng and Becktel. 1994) 

occumng within the toxin. Structtmdl evidence for the mode of action of Bt toxins, obtained 

by mutagenesis studies, is discussed in section 1.6. 

1.1 Structure, Promrties and Composition of the Crvstal 

The parasporal crystal produced by Bt is a bipyramidai crystal of approxirnateiy 1 

micron in size as viewed through the electron microscope (Figure 1.1). The structure of the 

intact crystal shows a well organized sniated morphology resembling beads on a string. It was 

known for some time that disulphide linkages existed in the crystal protein however the 

quantification of cysteic acid (half-cystine) created some debate as to the extent of stabilization 

that could be achieved through disulfide linkages done (Holmes, K.C. and Monro, R.E., 1965; 

Bulla, L.A. et al., 1977; Huber, H.E. et al., 1981). Bietlot et al. (1990) reporteci that the crystal 

stnic ture is stabilized through symmetrical interrnolecular disulphide bonds. An unusual 

structural property of the crystal protein is the apparent absence of any intramolecular 

disulphide linkages among the 16- 1 8 cysteine residues in the protein. The proteinaceous 

crystals are insoluble at acidic and neutral pH but are readily solubilized at pH values above 9 
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and dissolution is greatly accelerated in the presence of reducing agents such as beta- 

mercaptoethanol or dithiothreitol. CryI crystais (lepidopteran specific) obtained fiom different 

subspecies of Bt have been shown to contain different protein components, and in some cases 

more than a single protein, however the rnajority of crystals are composed of a 130 kDa protein 

(protoxin) (Chungjatupomchai, W. et al.. 1988; Ho* H. et al., 1989). 

More recently, the crystals produced by Bacillus rhuringïemis subsp. kurstaki HD-73 

have been shown to contain DNA as an integrai component of the crystal @iet io~ H.P.. et al.- 

1993). This study revealed that the generation of toxin fiom the soIubilized protoxin required 

the presence of the DNA. It was postulated that the DNA was mainly associated with the 

highly conserved C-terminal region of the protoxin and that the DNA might be involved in 

maintaining structural integrity of the crystal and in the generation of toxin from the protoxin 

(Bietlot. H.P., et al.. 1993). 

1.5 Structure and Properties of the Crvstal Proteins 

Early studies into the structure and properties of the Bt crystal protein led to several 

different estimates with respect to the apparent molecular weight of the primary gene product 

(protoxin or crystal protein). Representative literature values ranged h m  200 to 1.5 kDa, the 

wide range was proposed to be the result of contarninating proteases (Nickerson, K. W.. 1980). 

Further confiision may have been introduced in some cases by the fact that the crystals are 

occasionally cornposed of more than a single gene product. By the 1980s, having determined 
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the divenity and classification of the crystal protein genes, it was possible to deduce the 

expected molecular weights of the different crystal proteins. The molecular weights were found 

to range from 70-140 kDa with the majority of gene products having rnolecular weights of 

approximately 130 kDa (Hofie H. and Whiteley, H.R., 1989). 

The protoxins possess a highly conserved C-terminal region that is enzymatically 

d e p d e d  upon conversion to toxin. in Bacillus thuringiensis var. kursraki HD-73. the crystals 

used in the current investigations, the C-tmirtai region contains ail of the cysteine residues 

found in the protoxin (Fast, P.G.. I 98 1 ; Schnepf et al., I 985; Adang et al., 1 985). I t  has been 

suggested that most of the disulphides play a role in host selectivity. since their reduction 

resulted in the loss of specificity, and that their interactions were required for the stabilization of 

some protoxins (Arvidson, H. et ai., 1989). The sequence of the crystal protein (protoxin) for 

B. thuringiensis var. kurstaki HD-73 is given in Appendix 1 . The crystal protein contains 

1 1 78 amino acids as deduced fiom the gene nucleotide sequence (Adang et al.. 1 985). In the 

region which encodes the toxic moiety (toxin). five conserved blocks cm 'oe distinguished 

with the exception of three crystal proteins (refer to Appendix 2). However, the primary 

structure of the C-terminal region, which is not required for toxicity, is the most highly 

conserved region of the crystai proteins (Hofte and Whiteley, 1989). 

Proteolytic processing of the protoxin to toxin has been shown to occur through seven 

cleavages in a sequentid order starting fiom the C-terminal region of the protoxin and 

proceeding towards the N-terminus. Each cleavage was shown to involve the removal of a 

C-terminal fragment of approximately 10 kDa. The partiaily processed intermediates 
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resulting frorn the 3rd through 6th cleavages were shown to accumulate before k i n g  further 

proteolyzed (Choma, C.T. et al., 1990a). These observations were interpreted to be the 

consequence of subdomain interactions in the C-terminai end of the protoxin. The sequentiai 

proteolysis is unusual in that the C-terminal region of the protoxin is mainly hydrophilic. thus 

any number of possible proteolytic sites could have been attacked. A proposed explanation 

to account for the unusual processing was that specific protein interactions. arising fiom the 

tertiary structure of the protoxin. could limit the accessibility of other proteolytic sites thereby 

necessitating a sequential proteolytic processing scheme involving conformationai changes. 

There is however. no known structural motif that would account for such a series of 

con format ionai changes. 

Chernical modification of the cysteine and lysine residues of the protoxin was shown to 

increase the solubility of the crystal protein at neutral pH values and found to occur 

quantitatively with cysteine residues while approximately only 40 % of the lysine residues had 

reacted. These results suggested that the cysteine residues are located on the surface of the 

crystal protein. while the lysine residues are distributed throughout the q s t d  protein; some 

being inaccessible to solvent and thus remained unreacted. Furthemore. treatment of the 

chemically modified protoxin with proteases still generated toxin by the same sequential 

proteoiytic rnechanisrn observed for the native crystal protein, and retained Ml insecticidal 

activity. indicating that the chernical modifications did not significantly affect the structure of 

the protein (Choma, C.T. and Kaplan. H., 1992). 
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1.6 Structure and Promrties of the Toxio 

Proteolytic processing of  the protoxins produced by the various serotypes of Bt 

generates protease-resistant toxins that display insecticidal activity towards various orders of 

insects. in a manner sirnilar to the protoxin the molecular weights of toxins produced by the 

various subspecies of Bt vary considerably; fiom approximately 25-75 kDa depending on the 

encoded primary gene product (protoxin). Based on the gene nucleotide sequence. the toxin 

derived fiom B. thuringiensis var kurstaki HD-73 consists of amino acids 29-623 of the primary 

structure of the protoxin (Adang. M.J. et al.. 1985). DNA sequencing techniques and deletion 

mutation studies. conducted on BacilIus ihuringiensis var. kurstuki HD-1. showed that the 

sequences tiom the 645th codon to the 1176th codon were not required for toxic activity 

(Schnepf, H.E. et al.. 1985). This determination yields an apparent molecular weight of  

approximately 66,000 Da for the toxin. consistent with molecular rnass determinations obtained 

by SDS-PAGE (Fast. P.G. 198 1). 

Structural studies conducted on Diptera-specific and Lepidoptera-specific toxins, 

From B. ihuringiensis subspecies israelensis and subspecies berliner respectively, have shown 

that the toxins have structural similarities with respect to the distribution of hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic amino acids and cross irnmunological reactivity (Chungjatupornchai. W. et al.. 

1988). Despite the different host specificities, the structurai similarities suggested a similar 

mechanism of action. Thome et ai. (1986) reported similar results for the toxins derived 

from B. thuringiensis su bspecies kursraki and israelensis. 
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ï h e  calorimetnc profiles for the thermal urifolding of the protoxin and toxùi obtained 

from B. rhuringiensis subsp. kurstaki HD-73 were comparai by Choma et al. (Chorna C.T. et 

al.. 1990b) in yet another sûucturaI study. While the protoxin generated a relatively simple 

two-step endotherrn. the toxin endothemis were more complex and extended over 50°C to 80°C 

with two welldefined components centred near 63 and 69OC. These results were interpreted as 

evidence for a conformational change that occurs upon activation of the protoxin to toxin 

(Choma C.T. et al., 1991). Previous investigations in denatuMg conditions had suggested that 

the toxin was present in the active confornaion (Chorna C.T. et al.. 1990b). therefore it was 

postulated that the conformational changes observed by DSC were probably very subtle and 

most likely involved changes in the tertiary structure, rather than changes in the secondary 

structure. of the toxin. Based on the observed conformational difference of the toxic moiety in 

the protoxin and in the activated toxin. it was suggested that the C-terminal end of the protoxin 

may be responsible in modulating the biological activity of the toxin (C homa, C.T. et al. 1 99 1 ). 

Structurai studies. performed to elucidate the secondary structure of the toxin obtained 

from B. thwingiensis subsp. kursiuki HD-73, were conducted by CD, IR and Raman 

spectroscopy. as well as predictive methods (Chom- C.T. et al.. 1 990c). The results indicated 

that the toxin was composed of three domains. Circular dichroism and inhared spectroscopy 

estimated the secondary structure to be 33-40% alpha helix while Raman and predictive 

methods indicated approximately 20% alpha-helical structure. Raman and circular dichroism 

spectra, as well as predictive methods yielded an estimated 3240% beta-sheet structure while 

i n h e d  spectroscopy gave a slightly lower value for the ka-sheet content. Thus al1 methods 
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were found to be in relative agreement that the toxin is highly folded and is composed largely of 

alpha-helical and Ma-sheet structures with less than 200/0 random stnicture (Choma, C.T. et al., 

I990c). 

More recently, the x-ray crystal structures of two Bt toxins have been elucidated. The 

crystal stmcture of the Coleopteran-specific toxin produced by Bucifius thuringienris 

subspecies tenebrionis has k e n  reported with a resolution of 2.5 A (Li, J. et al.. 1991). The 

c-std structure revealed that this toxin is a novel structure composed of three domains. 

Domain 1. which consists of a seven-heIix bundle spanning fiorn the N-terminus (residue 66) to 

residue 290. Domain U. which includes residues 291-500. is composed of three antiparallel B 

sheets surrounding a hydrophobic core. Domain III, comprising residues 501 to 644 at the C- 

terminus. forms a sandwich of two antiparallel f3 sheets. From the structure. it was proposed 

that the bbudIe of long, hydrophobic and arnphiphatic helices is suited to the formation of pores 

in the insect membrane. wMe regions of the three-sheet domain, Domain II. are rnost iikely 

responsible for receptor binding (Li, J. et al., 1991). Domains 1 and III. make contacts which 

cause one of the two sheets in Domaîn III to be almost entirely buried. The authors suggested 

that the determined structure could be representative of the general structure of the farnily of 

related insecticidal proteins. 

The crystd structure of the Lepidopteran-specific CryiAa toxin form BacifIus 

thiwingiensis var. kursiaki HD-1 was determined at a resolution of 2.25 A (Grochulski et al., 

1995). It also contains three domains and the structure is virtually identical to the toxin 

structure deduced for the Coleopteran-specific toxin. Dornain 1, which extends fiom amho  
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acid residua 33 to 253, contains eight helices; seven of which form a bundle structure, with the 

eifhth king a helix located in the centre of the bundle. Domain II consists of three antiparallel 

p sheets and two short helices. Domain iII, spanning residues 463 to 609, is a P sandwich 

formed by two twisted antiparallel f3 sheets. Superposition of the crystal structures shows a 

hi& degree of structural similarity. Sequence homologies of the domains of the two toxins 

were compared- Domain 1 shares 35% homology, Domain II, which is the most divergent, 

shares 23% homolog. and Domain iKI king the rnost highiy conserveci at 41% sequence 

homology. 

The fùnctional significance, with respect to the mode of action of the toxin, of the 

different domains has k e n  investigated by mutation studies by Dean and CO-workers. There is 

general consensus that the hctional role of Domain 1 involves irreversible binding of the 

toxins to rnidgut receptors (Chen et al., 1995; Hussain et ai., 1996, Schwartz et al.. 1997b). 

Similar studies suggest that Domain II is required for membrane insertion, receptor binding and 

toxicity (Smith, G.P. and Ellar, D.K., 1994; Lu et al.. 1994; Rajamohan et al.. 1995; Wu et al., 

1996: Rajamohan et al.. 1996a; Rajamohan et al., 1996b; Rajamohan et al., 1996~). As 

previously mentioned, this region has been shown to be the most variable portion of the toxin, 

and the results of binding and toxicity studies of various mutants indicates that the two loops 

were indeed important determinants for the activïty and specificity of the ô-endotoxins. The 

results of mutational studies conducted on Domain DI suggest the involvement of this domain 

in ion-channel formation (Chen et al., I 993; Wolfersberger et al., 1 996; Schwartz et al., 1997~) 
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and receptor binding (Lee et al., 1992), while others have suggested that this domain serves a 

strucniral role by conferring stability to the protein (Li et ai., 199 1 ; Nishimoto et al., 1994). 

1.7 Rationale 

Bt has k e n  employed as a bioinsecticide for severai decades and its structure and mode 

of action have been extensively investigated. However. details with respect to the structural 

properties and activation of the protoxin. as well as the mode of action of the toxin, are still not 

well understood. The initial objectives o f  the presented research were to characterize the 

interaction(s) between the protoxin and DNA components in the nucleoprotein complex which 

make up the insecticidal crystals produced by BuciIIus thuringiensis var. kurstaki HD-73. The 

finding that DNA is present in these crystals provided a new perspective and element of 

complexity with respect to Bt research. The presence of DNA might also provide potential 

explanations for a nurnber of welldocumented. but poorly u n d e r a d ,  observations relating to 

1 )  the structural and chemicai properties of the crystai protein, 2) the mode of action of the 

toxin and 3) the photoinstability and Iack of field persistence of Bt products. 

Chapter 2 describes experiments conducted in an attempt to elucidate the role that 

DNA-protein interactions may have in the proteolytic processing of the protoxin to toxin. 

Although the processing of the protoxin to toxin has b e n  actively investigated for a nurnber of 

years and well characterized (Choma, 1990a), the discovery that DNA is present as an integral 

component of the crystalline inclusion body required that its role be investigated. 
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Chapters 3 and 4 describe experiments perfomied in an effort to detemine the reasons 

for the observed photoinstability and inactivation of Bt products obsewed and reporteci by other 

groups studying this bioinsecticide (Ahmed, S.M. et al., 1973; Ignoffo? C.M. and Garcia, C.. 

1978: Morris, O.N.. 1983; Pozgay. M., et al. 1987; Dunkle, R.L. and Shasha, B.S., 1988, 1989; 

Putzai. M. et al. 1991 ; Liu3.T. et ai., 1993; Cokrnus, C. et al., 1995: Patel. KR. et al., 1996; 

Sundaram. A. et al .. 1 996; Sundaram. K.M.S. et al., 1 996). 

Experiments described in Chapter 5 were conducted in an attempt to elucidate the 

reaction products that may be formed as a result of W irradiation of the Bt DNA-protein 

cornplex. Nurnerous studies have been conduçted in an attempt to elucidate the effect of UV 

irradiation on field persistence and toxicity of Bt formulations and in developing photostable 

formulations. however the success has been somewhat limited. Knowledge of the UV- 

inactivation reaction mechanism and characterization of the reaction products would offer 

useful insight with respect to developing new formulations with increased field persistence. 

Finally, Chapter 6 describes the development of a sensitive' rapid technique, which is of 

oenerd applicability for the isolation of C-terminal peptides of proteins. The method described z 

in the current investigations was employai in the detennination of the C-terminal peptide 

sequence of the Bacillus ~hut in~ensis  crystal protein (protoxin). The currently accepted C- 

terminal sequence for this protein is that deduced fiom the gene nucleotide sequence. 

Al1 of the research conducted in this thesis bas been performed on crystals 

obtained from Iaboratory cultures of BuciIIus thuringiensis var. kurstaki HD-73, unless 

specifically stated otberwise. 
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Chapter 2 

Role of DNA in the Mechanism of Activation of the Insecticidal 

Cr ys ta1 Pro tein from Bacillus thuringiensis var. kurstaki HD73 
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2.1.1 Introduction 

The crystals purified from a variety of bacillus species including Bacillus 

rhiwingiensis. Bacillus cereus and Bacilius soi10 are kno wn to possess insec tic idal activity 

towards a number of  insect pests (Aoki. K. and Chigasaki. Y.. 19 1 5: Andrews. R.E. et al.. 

1 987). Bt products have now been used for several decades as an insecticide. yet the details 

of the mode of action and toxicity still remain unclear. 

It was recently discovered that the crystals produced by Bacillus ~hzwingiensis are 

associated with DNA (Bietlot H.P. et al.. 1993). Toxin derived from the activation o f  the 

Bacilkrs thirringiensis CryiA(c) crystal protein by bovine trypsin was shown to be resolved 

into two components by anion-exchange chromatography. Two forms o f  the toxin could be 

isoIated: toxin associated with low molecular weight DNA (LMW-DNA toxin; 100-300 base 

pairs or bp) and DNA-free toxin (toxin) (Bietlot H.P. et al., 1993). Furthemore, i t  was 

demoiistrated that upon solubilization of pwified crystals. a single protoxin component was 

observed by SDS-PAGE and a single high molecular weight DNA band (HMW-DNA; 

approximately 20 kilobase pairs; kbp) by agarose gel electrophoresis. It was suggested that 

the DNA was mainly associated with the highly consewed C-terminal region of the protoxin 

and could be important rnaintaining the structural integrity of the crystal, making it essential 

fbr the generation of toxin (Bietlot, H.P., et al., 1993). 

Until the discovery that DNA is assoçiated with the protoxin, it was believed that 

proteolysis by insect gut protease was the only requirement for activation of the crystals, by 

converting the protoxin to toxin. The discovery that DNA was associated with the crystals fiom 
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Bucillrts thuringiensis var. kurstaki raised the question as to the generality of this observation. 

Crystals purified fiom various subspecies of Baciltus thuringiensis. as well as cloned crystals. 

were exarnined for the association of DNA (Bietlot, HP..  1 993). Al1 of the crystals tested were 

found to contain DNA. Also. the DNA observed in each of the crystal preparations gave a 

single high motecular weight band corresponding to an apparent molecular mass of 

approximately 20 kilobase pairs (kbp) as observed by agarose gel electrophoresis. The 

observation that low molecuiar weight DNA was found to be associated with the toxin raiseci 

the possibility that the DNA was responsible in directing the activation of the protoxin to toxin. 

Furthemore. the associated DNA could be responsible for the unusual sequential proteolysis 

observed during activation of the protoxin to toxin (Choma C.T. et. al. 1992). 

2.1.2 Rationale for the Present Investi~ation 

The objectives of the research undertaken were 1 )  to determine the roic. structural or 

functional. of the DNA during the activation of protoxin to 2) to determine how the crystal 

protein is interacting with the DNA and 3) to determine the fate of the DNA during the 

activation of the crystal protein 
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2.2.1 Materials 

Enzvmes 

Bovine pancreatic trypsin (EC 3.4.2 1.4) and DNase 1 (3.1.21.2 ) were purchased from 

Sigma Chernical Co. Gut juice fiom spnice budworm (Choristoneura fum8erana) was 

obtained fiom Dr. R.E. Milne of the FPMI (Forest Pest Management Institute) in Sault Ste. 

Marie. 

Chernicals and Solvents 

GASTROgrafin @ was obtained fiom Bracco Diagnostics Canada Inc. UltraPURE 

agarose was purchased fiom GIBCO BRL Life Sciences. Reagents used to prepare SDS- 

polyacrylarnide gels were purchased fiom Bio-Rad Laboratories. Al1 other reagents were 

obtained from standard commercial sources and were of the highest grade available. 

Baciff US th uringiensk var. kurstPki HD-73 C r v s  tals 

The investigations descrikd throughout this thesis were perforrned on crystals obtained 

fcom Bacillus thuringiensis var. kurslaki HD-73 (Cryl Ac), unless specified otherwise, which 

were purified according to the procedure previously described (Milne, R. et al., 1977). 
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1) Production and Harvest 

The crystds were obtained fiom stored cuitures of Bacillus thziringiemis which were 

kept as slants or as bacto-agar plate cultures at 4OC. Typically, a starter culture is grown in a 

250 ml flask ovemight. Growth cultures for the production of crystais were initiated by 

inoculation of 1 L of sterile pepticase soy broth or other rich growth media with 1 ml of the 

starter cuIture and subsequently incubated at 28°C in a shaking chamber in baffied culture 

vessels. The cultures were monitored (by phase contrast microscopy) for crystal production and 

ceIl lysis periodically over the course of a week and harvested when a minimum of 50% of cells 

were observed to be lysed or containing the crystal. When crystals formation and ce11 lysis were 

obsewed. the culture medium was decanted into centrifuge bottles and centrifuged at 10 krpm 

for 15 minutes to recover the crystals. spores and cells which remained intact (unlysed). The 

culture medium was discarded and the centrifugation pellet containing the crystals and al1 

sedimentable material (spores, unlysed cells, cellular debris). were resuspended in 1M NaCl 

containing 0.0 1 % Triton X-100 ovemight to induce complete ce11 lysis. The resultant solution 

was centrifùpd at 15 krpm for 15 minutes. The pellet was then resuspended in distilled water 

and the centrifugation repeated. The suspension was centrifuged at 15 krpm for 15 minutes and 

the resulting pellet was resuspended in a minimum amount of distilled water. 
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The purification of ciystals corn the crude pellet obiained fiom the total cell lysates of 

BuciIIus rhuringrensis cultures was accomplished as previously described (Milne, R. et al., 

1977). The pellet is resuspended in a minimum amount of distilled H z 0  and the solution made 

up to be 64% GASTROgrafin 8) and centrifbged at 15 krpm for 1 hour in 50 ml centrifugation 

tubes. This density gradient centrifugation resuits in three layers; the top layer contains mainly 

Iipids and fragmented fi-ee DNA (genomic). The intermediate layer. which is a cloudy 

suspension. contains the crystals and the third layer (or pellet). contains mainly cellular debris. 

spores, remaining unlysed cells with a small amount of crystais. (The pellets can be resubjected 

to GASTROgrafin centrifugation to obtain the maximum yield of crystals). The layers were 

carefùlly recovered to avoid mixing. GASTRO&n@ purified crystals were treated with 

DNase in the presence of 25 r n M  PMSF (to eliminate protease activity) at pH 7.5 in DNase 

buffer (40 rnM Tris-HC1. 10 rnM NaCI. 6 mM MgC12. 0.1 mM CaCI2) for 20 minutes to 

remove any exogenous or nonassociated DNA. The crystais were recovered by centrifùgation 

and washed with doubly distilled deionized water and îïnally recovered by centrifùgation. The 

crystal layer is then examined for purity by phase contrast microscopy and analyzed for purisr 

by SDS-PAGE (10%) and agarose gel electrophoresis (0.9% in O.1M CAPS or 0.1 M 

bicarbonate/carbonate buffer. pH 1 0.5). 
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Cloned CrvlA Proteins 

inclusion bodies containing Cryl Aa, Cryl Ab an Cryl Ac protoxins (Brous- R. and 

Masson, 1988; Masson. L. et al., 1989) cloned in E. coli were obtained fkom Dr. Luke Masson 

of the Biotechnology Research Institute, Montreai, Québec. 

2.2.2 Method 

Preparation of Solubilized Protoxin 

GASTROgrafinB purified crystals were solubiIized by resuspending the crystal slurry in 

a solution of O. 1M CAPS or O. 1 M bicarbonate/carbonate bmer (pH 10.5) with 0.1% (v/v) 2- 

mercaptoethanol (Bietlot. H., et al.. 1993). CAM-protoxin (S-carbaminomethyl-protoxin) was 

prepared as previously described (Choma and Kaplan, 1992) and solubilized in 0.1M CAPS or 

O. 1 M bicarbonate/carbonate buffer (pH 10.5). 

Preaaration of Toxin-20-kba DNA Cornplex 

Purified crystais from Bacillus rhzrringiensis were solubilized in 0.1 M bicarbonate/ 

carbonate buffer in the presence of 10 m .  EDTA (to inhibit nuclease activity). The solubilized 

ciystals were treated with 0.05% trypsin (wlv) for 2 holus then centrifuged to remove insoluble 

material and diaiyzed against distilled waterlacetic acid (pH 5) for 24 hours with several 

changes of the dialysis medium. The starting material (crystal protein; protoxin) and the digest 

were then analyzed by SDS-PAGE and agarose gel electrophoresis. 
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Spruce Budworm (Churisroneuru fumi$ierana) Cut  Juice 

Sixth instar spruce budworm larvae were forced to expectorate by teasing the mouth 

parts with a capillary. The gut juice collected was centnfuged at 12.000xg and aliquots of the 

supemamt were stored at -20°C as described previously (Milne and Kaplan. 1993). Aliquots 

of the gut juice were thawed and diluted in distilled H z 0  to yield the desired concentration just 

prior to use. Gut juice was supplied by Dr. R.E. Milne fiom the FPMI in Sault Ste. Marie. 

Gut Juice Activation of BucilIus thurinaiensis Crvstals 

The mechanism of activation of Bacilfus rhuringiensis crystals in the midgut of the 

spruce budworm (Choristeneura furniferana) was investigated by digesting the crystai protein 

with gut juice enzymes for various time intervals and then a n a l m g  the products by SDS- 

PAGE and agarose gel electrophoresis. Bacillus thrtringiensis crystals were solubilized in 0.1 

M CAPS buffer (pH 10.5) and incubated at 37°C in a shaking water bath with 0.1% (v/v) or 

0.5% (v/v) spruce budwom gut juice. At various time intervals, 100 pl aliquots of the 

incubation mixture were drawn and EDTA (20 mM final concentration) and PMSF (1 % final 

concentration) were added to quench the reaction. The aliquots were fiozen irnmediately upon 

withdrawal from the incubation mixture by imrnersing in liquid nitrogen. The aliquots were 

then analyzed by SDS-PAGE and agarose gel electrophoresis aller the final time point. 
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Protein Quantification 

For routine procedures. protoxin and toxin concentrations were estimated fiom the 

absorbance at 280 nm (Bietlot H.P. et ai.. 1989a) or by Bio-Rad standard protein assay 

procedures (Bradford, M.. 1976). For quantification of the DNA / protein ratio, protoxin and 

toxin were quantified by dividing the arnount of each amino acid obtained from amino acid 

analysis by the number of residues predicted fiom the gene nucleotide sequence of the protoxin 

or toxin (Bietlot. H.P. et al.. 1989a; Adang, M.J. et al.. 1985). 

Phosphate Anabsis 

Phosphate analysis was performed by the modified micro-procedure of Bartlett 

(Marinetti. G.V. 1965). 

/) Preparafion of Standards: A standard phosphate solution was prepared by dissolving 1 .O97 g 

of KH2P04 in 250 ml of deionized-distilled water such that a 1 : 100 dilution of the stock yielded 

a final phosphate concentration of 10 &ml phosphate. Aliquots of this solution (0.1-1 ml) 

were lyophilized in hydrolysis tubes. Two additional tubes were prepared but lacking the 

phosphate standard solution (blanks). 

Ii) Preparation of Bacillus rhuringiensis and Cloned Crystal samples : Prelirninq phosphate 

analyses were performed on crystal suspensions and solubilized protoxin to determine the 

approxirnate amount of crystals necessary for analysis (that is, an amount found to be within the 

linear range of the Beer-Lambert Law; 10 pg of phosphate). Various aiiquots (5-1000 pl 
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aliquots) of crystal suspensions and solubilized pmtoxin were lyophilized in hydrolysis tubes 

and subjected to the andytical procedure with the assumption that treatment with perchloric 

acid was suficient to fully oxidize and liberate total phosphate contained within the samples. 

Based on the results of the preliminary analyses. appropriate samples of cxystals. cloned crystals 

and solubilized protoxin were prepared and these samples were analyzed dong with the 

standards and blanks as described below. 

After lophi1izatio. 0.4 ml of perchloric acid was added to each tube, hydrolyzed for 4 

minutes and cooled. 4.2 ml of deionized distilled water. 0.2 ml of a 5% ammonium molybdate 

solution and 0.2 ml of amidol reagent (0Sg of arnidol in 50 ml of 20% sodium bisulphite 

solution and filtered) were added to each hydrolyzed sample tube. The tubes were covered with 

aluminum foi1 and heated in a boiling water bath for 7 minutes. The color was allowed to 

develop for 30 minutes. Absorbance of the molybdenurn blue complex was measured at 830 

nm (relative to a water blank) in quartz cuvettes (1.0 cm) using a Pye Unicam PU 8800 UV- 

visible spectrophotometer. A standard curve was constructed using SigmaPlot 4.0 (using a 95% 

confidence interval). 

Amino Acid Anahsis 

Amino acid analyses were performed on 20 pl aliquots of crystal suspensions, cloned 

crystals or solubilized protoxin by adding 100 pl of a 1 mM norleucine solution, 500 pl of 12 N 

HCl and 400 pl of distilled water; this yields a 6 N HCI solution containing 100 pM norleucine 

as intemal standard. The solutions were then hydrolyzed for 24 hours at 1 1 0°C under vacuum. 
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Amino acid quantification was canied out on an Applied BioSystem Mode1 420 amino acid 

analyzer equipped with an autornated PITC (Phenylisothiocyanate) precolumn derivatization 

system. 

Ouantifkation of DNG/Protein Ratio 

The DNNprotein ratio. expressed in base pairs of DNA/molecule of protek was 

calculated as the ratio of the concentrations of phosphate and protein h m  a minimum of two 

independent assays for each crystal type. The mean error in the detenninations was calculaîed 

fiom the standard enors in the phosphate and protein concentrations. Since the DNA is double 

stranded. the value obtained for the amount of phosphate was halved to obbin a value 

expressed as base pairs of DNA/rnolecule of protein. Phosphate analyses were performed by 

Marjolaine Camère as part of the fourth year honours pmject in chemistry (Carrière, M., 1994). 

Pohracrvhmide Gel Eledro~horesis ISDS-PAGE) 

SDS-polyacrylamide gels (1W) were prepared Iiom materials supplied by Bio-Rad, 

and electrophoresis was perfomied according to standard procedures h m  the manufkcturer 

using the Miniprotean System (Bio-Rad Laboratones). Altematively, SDS-PAGE was 

performed on precast 10-15% gradient gels obtained h m  Phamacia and analyzed on the 

Phastsystem (Phamiacia Biotech) according to standard autornated procedures h m  the 

manufacturer. Protein detection was achieved by staining with Coomassie Brilliant Blue R- 

250. 
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Agarose gels (0.9?4) were prepared using Uhrapure agarose (Life Technologies, Inc.). 

Gels were prepared in 0.1 M CAPS or 0.1 M bicarbonate/cafbOnate buffer (pH 10.5), or O. 1 M 

TAE (Tris-acetic acid-EDTA, pH 8.8) and treated with ethidium bromide for detection on the 

DNA. 

DNA Extractions 

DNA was extracted h m  the DNA-protein complexes using a modified 

phenoVchloroform procedure previously described (Sambrook, J. et al., 1 989; Bietlot, H.P. et 

al., 1993). The DNA-protein complexes were solubilized in 0.1 M CAPS or 0.1 M 

bicarbonate/carbonate b a e r  (pH 1 OS)  and 1 0 rnM EDTA and 1 % (vh) 2-rnercaptoethanol. 

Extraction was accomplished by the addition of an equal volume of phenol / chiorofom / 

isoarnyl alcohol (pre-equilibrated with O. 1 M CAPS, pH 10.5) at 6S°C. The aqueous phase was 

reextracted in a sirnilar marner and the extractions were pooled. The DNA was precipitated by 

the addition of 0.3 M sodium acetate (pH 5.2) and two volumes of ice-cold ethanol. The 

precipitated DNA was recovered by centrifugation (O°C, 12,000xg, 10 minutes) and washed 

with 7 W  ethanol and recentrifûged (4OC, 12,ûûûxg 2 minutes). The DNA was resuspended in 

0.1 M TE (Tns-EDTA, pH 8.0) and analyzed by agarose gel electmphoresis as desçribed above. 
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Ion-Excbanee C b r o m t m ~ h v  

Sarnples were chrornatographed using a Bio-Rad HRLC MA7Q (50x7.8mm) anion 

exchange column Elution was carriecl out ushg a linear gradient of O to 1 M NaCl in 0.1 M 

CAPS buffer acijusted to pH 10.5. The flow rate was 2.5 mVmin, and the etuate was monitored 

by UV absorbante at 280 nm. 

Reconstitution of Toxh with DNA 

Toxin (0.1 mg) was incubateci with salmon sperm DNA (0.01 mg and 0.1 mg) in the 

presence of 1 mM MgCl2 in 100 mM sodium phosphate b d e r  (pH 7.5) and subjected to W 

irradiation at 302 am for up to 4 hours. Control simples were prepared as above but in the 

absence of DNA The samples were andyzed by agarose gel (pH 1 O S )  and SDS-PAGE. 

2.3 Results 

The presence of DNA in the low molecular weight DNA-toxin complex (10-300 bp 

DNA) (Bidot, H.P. et al., 1993), suggested that toxin could be generated in the absence of 

nuciease activity. The generation of toxin h m  purineci crystals was attempted in the absence 

of nuclease activity by treating purified crystals with bovine trypsin in the presence of 10 m M  

EDTA. Figure 2.1 A (lane 2) shows the DNA associated with the c m  protein, the DNA 

extracted fiom the crystal protein (lane 3) and Figure 2.1 B (?me 2), the corresponding protoxin 
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cornponent of the crystd before treatment with trypsin. Figure 2.1 A (lane 4) shows the DNA 

associated with the toxin, the DNA extracte. h m  the toxin (Lane 5) and the fonesponding 

toxin band shomn in Figure 2.1 B (lane 3) after treatment with trypsin. The results indicate that 

toxin cm readily be generated in the absence of nuclease activity, with the DNA associated with 

the crystal protein remainiDg intact. 

The pmcessing of the protein and DNA components during the activation process was 

detemùned by incubating purifieci crystals with gut juice (0.1 %) obamed h m  spruce 

budworm (ChorisroneuraJunriferanu). Aiiquots were withdrawn at various time intervds and 

the fates of the DNA and crystal protein were moaitored by SDS-PAGE and agarose gel 

electrophoresis as shown in Figures 2.2a (agarose gel) and 2.2b (SDS-PAGE). 

The earliest tirne point (30 seconds) shows that most of the crystal protein (Figure 2.2b) 

has already been pmteolyzed to toxin while the DNA associated with the crystal (Figure 2 . h )  

has remained intact. With longer incubation periods, the DNA is slowly and continuously 

king processed while the crysiai protein has b e n  completely converted to toxin. The DNA 

processing appears to result in the accumulation of DNA in the molecular mass range of 100- 

300 bp and reflets the presence of the LMW-DNA toxin cornplex. 
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FIG. 2.1 B. thuringiensis DNA-protein complexes. 

(A) Samples were subjected to eiectrophoresis on a a 0.9% (w/v) agarose gel in 100 rnM 

TAE, pH 8.8 and stained with ethidium bromide. Lane 1, L phage Hind III digest; Lme 2. 

protoxin-DNA; Lane 3, toxin-DNA; Lane 4, DNA extracted from protoxin-DNA; Lune 5, 

DNA extracted h m  toxin-DNA; Lane 6, Ic phage Hind III digest (B) Samples were 

subjected to SDS-PAGE and stained with Coomassie Blue. Lane I ,  molecular mass markers; 

lune 2, protoxin-DNA; fane 3, toxin-DNA; fane 4, molecular mass markers. 
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The activation of the crystal protein with gut juice was also monitored by anion- 

exchange chrornatography as shown in Figure 2.3. The vertical armws indicate the elution of 

100-300 bpDNA-toxin (Bietiot H.P. et al., 1993) at approximaîely 0.8 M NaCl (9.2 minutes) 

and the DNA-îree toxin eluting at approximately 0.3 M NaCl (3.8 minutes) respectively. In 

Figure 2.3 (A), the earliest thne point (30 minutes), the DNA-associateâ toxin is the major 

eluting peak. With increased proçessing time (Figure 2.3 B-D), the DNA-associateci toxin is 

slowiy converted to the DNA-fke toxin. W~thin 24 hours, the DNA-toxin is completely 

converted to the DNA-fiee toxin. 

The chrornatographic analysis of these sarnples was carrieci out by Pham Van Thong as part of 

the requirements for his honours research in the Biochemistry / Biotechnology program. 
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FIG 2.2. Activation of the solubüized protoxin by spruce budworm gut juice. 

Bt crystals were wlubilized and treated with 0.1 % gut juice and subjected to A, Agarose gel 

electrophoresis and stained with ethidium bromide and B, SDS-PAGE and stained with 

Coomassie blue. Lanes 2 and 10 are, A, A phage Hind III digest and B, molecular mass 

markers; Iane 2, O time; fane 3, 30 sec; Zone 4. 15 min; Zane5, 30 min; fane 6, 1 h; fane 7. 2 h; 

lune 8. 4 h; lune 9, 24 h. 
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FIG. 23. Products of activation of the solubilized protoxin by spruce budworm gut 

j uice. 

Bt crystais were s o l u b i f i d  and treated with 0.5% gut juice. Aiiquots were withdrawn and 

various time intervals and and yzed by anion exchange chromatography . Elution conditions 

consisted of a linear gradient O to 1 M NaCl in 0.1M CAPS, pH 10.5 at a flow rate of 2.5 

mVmin. A, 30 min; B, 2h; C, 4 h; D, 24 h. 
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In an attempt to gain insight with respect to the structure of the DNA-protein cornplex, 

the relative amounts of DNA and protein were quantifieci. Samples tested consisteci of crystals 

h m  various Bacillus thuringiènsis subspecies, cloned crystais as well as the DNA-protein 

complexes (20 kbpDNA protoxin and 20 kbpDNA toxin) generated h m  the crystals h m  

Bacillus rbingiemIs var. krastuki HD73. The strategy employed was 10 quanti@ the protein 

concentration by amino acid analysis, wmbined with the results of phosphate d y s i s  by the 

modifieci micro-procedure of Bartlett (Marinetti, G.V. 1965) of the corresponding sample as 

shown in Figure 2.4. 

Figure 2.4 Strategy for the Quantification of the Relative Amoants of DNA and 

Protein in Bacillus thuringiensis Crystah and Relrited DNA-Protein 

Complexes 

Phosphorus Analysis 

Jr 

bp DNA 

Y 

Amino Acid Analysis 

4 

moles pmtoxin or toxin 

IL 

bp DNA / molecule protoxin 
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Quantification of the amount of protein (pmtoxin or toxin) was based on the amino acid 

composition detennined h m  the gene nucleotide sequence (Adang, M.J. et al., 1985). The 

sarnples were hydrolyzed in 6 N HCl and each amino acid was quantified by amino acid 

analysis. The molar amount of protein was estimated by dividing the molar quantities of each 

amino acid by the number of residues of the amino acid in the protoxin or toxin. Phosphorus 

analysis was carried out on a corresp0ndi.g aliquot of the sample, and the molar quantity of 

phosphate used for the calculation was half of the molar phosphorus content. Table 2.1 

summarizes the resdts obtained for the relative DNA/ protein compositions of these samples. 

TABLE 2.1 : Quantification of the Ratio Base Pairs DNA1Protei.n 

Bt Sample Bp DNNmolecule proteina 
Bt kurstaki HD73 Crystal 3.5 * 0.5 
Bt kurstaki HD73 Crystal 3.1 * 0.4 

Bt kenya Crystal 4.8 -t 1.5 
Bt Sotto Crystal 2.0 0.5 

Solubilized HD73 Protoxin 3.2 * 1.1 
Solubilized HD73 Protoxin 4.0 * 1.4 

Cloned E. Coli Cry l Ac Protein 2.3 * 0.2 
HD73 Toxin-20 kpb DNA 5.0 * 1.0 

Average: 3.5 * 1 .O 

a The values are givea with the 95% confidence interval detennined from the standard 
emr in the estimate of the phosphorus content and the standard error in the estimate 
of the amount of protein fiom amino acid analysis. 

These results indicate that there are from 2 to 5 nucleotide base pairs per molecule of 

protein. The average of d l  determinations yields a value of 3.5 _+ 1 nucleotide base pairs per 

molecule of protein. 
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2.4 Discussioa 

The initial discovery that the insecticidal crystais fkom B. thuringiensis subsp. kursaki 

HD-73 are associaîed with heterologous 20-kbp DNA (Bietlot, H.F., et al. 1993) raised the 

question as to the role of the DNA in the crystals. Subsequent analysis of a variety of crystal 

types, as well as cloned crystals, provides yet m e r  evidence thai the association of DNA with 

the insecticiàai crystals is a general phenornenon and thaî the DNA is not artifactual but is 

intirnately associated with the crystai protein. 

The observation thaî an intamediate cornplex consisting of 20-kbp DNA-toxin can be 

generated by proteolytic processing with trypsin in the absence cl' nuclease activity, suggests 

that the DNA is interacting with the protein prirnarily through contacts made with the N- 

terminal region of the protein. These results show that the initiai hypothesis that the DNA 

interacted primarily with the highly conserveci C-terminal region of the protoxin is incorrect 

(Bietlot, H.P., et ai. 1993). 

In an attempt to detemiine the extent of the interactions, and to gain insight with respect 

to the structure of the DNA-protein cornplex, the relative amounts of protein and DNA were 

quantified for a variety of crystals h m  various subspecies of B. thuringiemis as well as the 

solubilized 20-kbp DNA-protoxin and 20-kbp DNA-toxin complexes. A previous estimate was 

made using the ratio of absorbances at 260 and 280 am ( M o m  and Fleck, 1966) which yielded 

approxirnately 10 bp per molecule of protein (Bietlot, H.P. 1993). However, estimates made by 

this method assume that the absorbances of DNA and protein are not af5ected by interactions 

among the individual components, and values obtained are approximate at best However, the 
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value of 10 bp I molecule of protein does indicate a large amount of protein relative to the 

DNA. 

The stmtegy adopted in the present study was to quanw each component sepiimtely. 

Protein quantification was achieved by arnino acid anaiysis and DNA by phosphate analysis. 

The data obtained by this approach gave a value of approximately 3 to 4 bp DNA per molecule 

of protein which indicates a very large quantity of protein relative to DNA, and suggests that 

ody a very mal1 portion of the protein is involved in interactions with the DNA. 

Based on these results, and the results obtained h m  the activation mechanism, a model 

is proposed (Figure 2.5) for the structural arrangement of the DNA and protein components in 

the B. thwingiemis crystal protein. The model highlights a n u m k  of important structural 

features that are consistent with ail the daîa th has been acquired to date. Protoxin molecules 

are depicted as elongated molecules surrounding a centrai double-stranded DNA core, with the 

N-terminal toxic moiety (darkened) interacting with the DNA and the C-terminal region 

extending outwards h m  the centrai core. The model dso shows a compact arrangement of the 

protein molecules surrounding the DNA indicating: 1) that only a small portion of the protein 

molecule is interacting with the DNA and 2) that the protein is processed rapidly while the 

DNA remains intact in the early stages of the activation of the crystal protein. Noiably, based 

on x-ray powder diffraction of the B. thuringiensis crystals, Holrnes and Monro (1965) 

concluded that the protoxin was an elongated eilipsoid molecde, which provides further 

support for the model proposed in this investigation. Furthemore, this closely packed 

arrangement of the protein molecules accounts for the unusual proteolysis that is observed 

during the activation of the crystai protein to toxin. This utlusual proteolytic mechanism 



(Choma, C.T. et al., 1990a), whereby the protein appears to be pfocessed through a Senes of 

sequential proteolytic seps starting firom the C-terminai end, may simply be the resdt of steric 

hindrance imposeci on the proteases due to such a tightly packed structure. Proteases are only 

able to attack the peripheral portions of the C-temllnal region, giving rise to the sequential 

proteolysis observed in the generation of toxin (Chestukhina, G.G. et al., 1982; Choma, C.T. 

et al., 199ûa). The pmtoxin protects the DNA fkom attack by nudeases, but once its 

C-terniinal region is rernoved, portions of the DNA becorne exposeci and susceptible to 

nuclease attack. Nucleases rapidly proces the DNA to approximattely 100-bp, giving the 

observed 100-bp DNA-toxin complex, which accumulates and can be isolated h m  partially 

processed B. thuringiensis crystals. This may be indicative of higher levels of structure 

(quatemary) which have not yet been characterized. 

The proposed mode1 is teminiscent of the association of RNA and protein observed in 

the RNA-protein complex of the tobacco rnosaic virus. A central helicd strand of R?NA is 

surrounded by protein subunits (Hewish, D.R. et al., 1973) forming a rod-like structure. In the 

Buciilus thuringiensis DNA-protein complex, the protein sheathes the DNA, rendering the 

DNA protected fiom nucleolytic activity. It has been repocted that the structure of tobacco 

mosaic virus (TMV) is stabilized through the association of three nucleotides bound to each 

protein subunit (Stubbs, G., 1989). Based on the phosphate analyses of a large number of 

crystals of Bacillus thuringiensis subspecies and recombinant crystals h m  E. coli, each protein 

subunit (protoxin molecde) of the crystai is estimated to be associated with approximately 3 bp 

of DNA. 
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Based on the results of the DNA and protein pcocessing observed by electrophoresis and 

anion-exchange chmatography, an activation scheme is also proposed for the conversion of 

crystal protein to toxin as shown in Figure 2.6. Upon ingestion by larvae, the crystai rapidiy 

dissolves, due to the hi& alkalinity of the insect midgut, leading to the solubilized 20-kbp DNA 

protoxin complex. The proteases present in the gut juices of the insect quickly process the 

protoxin to toxin while the DNA rem& intact. Gut juice nucleases then act upon the 20-kbp 

DNA-toxin complex and rapidly convert the 20-kbp DNA-toxin coniplex to the 100 bp-DNA- 

toxin complex which is processecl more slowly to the DNA-free toxin, the final processing 

product. This fïnaI processing step, which occurs slowly compared to the earlier proçessing 

events, indicates that the toxin molecules still shield the DNA to nuclease aîtack to some degree 

and therefore suggests additionai stnictural interactions which must await M e r  

experimentation. 
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4 

N-terminal toxic moiety 

Frc. 2.5. Proposed model of the structure of the DNA-protoxin cornplex. 

Crystal protein (protoxin) molecules surround a central dsDNA strand. The N-terminal toxic 

moiety interacts with three aucleotide base pairs leaving its C-terminal region extending 

away From the central cote. 
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Attempts to reconstitute the DNA-toxin wmplexes, starting h m  DNA-fke toxin and 

salrnon sperm DNA. were wccessfùl. This may be the result of the experhental conditions 

employed however it may ais0 be due to confornarional changes in the toxin upon complete 

removai of the DNA (conversion of the f 0 bpDNA-toxin to DNA-fkee toxin). The results of 

DSC (Diffefentiai Scanning Calorimetry) studies of the crystal protein and toxin indicated that 

the toxin undergoes a conformational change during activation h m  pmtoxin to toxin (Choma 

et al., 1991). Cornpar& to the protoxin, the complex enùoherm obsewed for the toxin showed 

a much broader temperature profile i n d i c a ~ g  that the toxin bas a substantially more thermally 

stable conformation than the protoxin. Therefore the toxin may bind the last vestiges of DNA 

quite strongly, accounting for the slow conversion to DNA-fiee toxin. However, once the 

association is disnipted, the toxin assumes a stable conformation and apparently unable to 

reassociate with the DNA, Hence the inability to reconstitute these complexes may indicate 

that reasmciation of the toxin with the DNA is unfavourable as  a result of a conformationai 

change upon conversion to the DNA-fke toxin, such that the reassociation is neither observeci 

nor induci bIe. 
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1 Alkalint pH of 
the 1 epidopteran 
l a n d  gut 

Fic. 2.6. Proposd scheme for activation of the crystal protein in the IarvaI gut. 

Activation of the crystal protein to toxin involves initial activation of  the protoxin to 
toxin, followed by CO-processing o f  the DNA. 
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2.5 Conclusion 

The activation mechanimi of the cryaal protein h m  Bacilfus fhurin~erzsis var. 

hmtaki HD-73, involves co-processing cf the DNA and protein associated with the crystaî and 

appears to be crucially dependant on the presence of DNA (Bietlot, H. P. et al., 1993; 

Clairmont, F. R. et al., 1998). The role of the DNA appears to be mainly structural in nature, 

allowing for c r y d  fornation and the sequestering of a large amount of protein within the 

prokaryotic cytoplasm. The DNA is protected by the protein h m  nuclease degradation 

consistent with the DNA fonning a central core in the complex that is completely coated by 

protein. 

Similar nucleic acid-protein complexes are ubiquitous in vinises and allow for the 

formation of virion particles. The proposed structural model of the DNA-protein wmplex from 

Bacillus thuringensis is rerniniscent of the arrangement of the nucieic acid-protein complex 

found in the tobacco mosaic virus (Fraenkel-Conrai, H. and Williams. R.C., 1955; Butler, P.J. 

and Klug, A., 1971; Stubbs, G. (1989). Chernical analysis of the relative ratios of DNA and 

protein found in the crystais h m  Bacillm thwingzëmis yields a similar ratio (approximately 3- 

4 bp / protein molecule) of nucleic acid/protein previously detenniRed for TMV (Stubbs, G. 

(1 989). The d t s  obtained h m  phosphate and amino acid analyses c o n h  that only a small 

portion of the protein interacts with the DNA. The ratio of DNA base pairs to protein molecule 

calculated based on these analyses suggests that each protein molecule is associated with only 3 

base pairs of DNA. A structural model, depicting the anangement of the crystal protein and 
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nucleic acid in Bt crystals, has been proposeci which is consistent with al1 the c d y  available 

experimental data 

A model, representing the seqwnce of processing events for the activation mechanism 

for the cqstals of Bucillus thwingiemis var. Rurstaki HD-73, has also been presented. This 

model. combined with the structural model, account for the unusual sequential proteolysis of 

the protoxin to toxh (Choma C .T. et al., 1 WOa). The sequential pmteolysis may be postulated 

to aise fiom DNA-associateci protein conformations or interactibns that have not yet been 

characterized. The structural model shows the elongated protein molecules in a tightly packed 

arrangement. Such an arrangement may account for the obligatory sequentiai proteolysis 

observed in the activation of protoxin to toxin as a result of a stericdy encumbered structure, 

and does not appear to involve conformational changes as previously suggested (Choma C.T. et 

al.. 1990b and 1991). 

Finally, the presence of DNA in the crystals rnay account for the existence of  exogenous 

/ endogenous chromophores reporteci to be in crystai preparations (Carey, R.P. et al., 1986; 

Pozgay, M. et ai., 1987; Pusztai, M. et ai., 1991) As weil, the complex cdonmetric 

endotherms observed by DSC and the non-reversibililty o f  the endotherms upon cmling could 

be the result of DNA dissociation upon heating of samples, causing the denaturation of DNA- 

protein complex and hence ùistabiiity of the samples (Choma, C.T. et al., 1991). The DNA 

rnay dso be responsible for the photoinactivation of Bt products. This topic is the subject of 

Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3 

Pbo to-inactivation S tudies of the BaciUus tlruringkmis 

Crystal Protein 
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3.1.1 Introduction 

One of the major Limitations of commercial Bacillur thuringienirir-based insecticidal 

formulations is the relatively short persistence in the field; the insecticidai activity of the 

fornidations diminishes rapidly d e r  spraying (Ahmed, S.M. et al., 1973; IgnoEo, C.M. and 

Garcia C., 1978; Morris, O.N., 1983; W e ,  RL. and Shasha, B.S., 1988, 1989; LiyY .T. et 

al., 1993; Cokmus, C. et ai., 1995: Patel, KR et al., 19%: Sundaram, A. et al., 1996; Sundaram, 

K.M.S. et al., 1 9%). The persistence of bioactivity has been show to be greatly influenced by 

sunlight, rainfall and the droplet sizes of deposits as well as by heat, desiccation and pH (Leong, 

K.L. et al.. 1980; Couch and Ignoffo, 1981 ; Patel, K.R et al., 1996; Sundaram, A- et al., 19% 

and references therein). 

General acceptance of the economical and practid importance of the development of 

photostable Bt-based products has led investigators to study the effects of the environmental 

conditions leading to sunlight inactivation. In an attempt to prolong the field persistence of Bt 

formulations, investigators have tried encapsulating Bt crystals in starch matrices, with or 

without UV absorbing materiais (sunscreens) (Raun, E S .  and Jackson, R.D., 1966; Dunkle, 

RL.  and Shasha, B.S., 1988; 1989); encapsdation into carboxymethylcellulose beads (Cokmus, 

C. et al., 1995); incorporation into clay granules (Ahrned, S.M. et al., 1973); the addition of 

ho= radish peroxidase (Ignoffo, C.M. and Garcia, C., 1978); and the incorporation of various 

W sunscreens or combinations of sunscreens (Morris, O.N., 1 983; Liu,Y .T. et al., 1 993; Patel, 

K.R. et al., 1996). Despite these attempts, no signifiant increases in the persistence 

(insecticidai activity) were observed in these fieId trials. Therefore the sunlight inactivation of 

Bt formulations rernains a major problem, and 
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the mechanism of inactivation temains unknown (Pozgay, M. et al., 1987; Dunkle, RL.  and 

Shasha B.S.. 1989; Pusaai, M. et al., 1991). Reasons tbat have been suggested for the 

mechanism of photoinactivaîion include the destruction of tryptophan residues due to the 

production of singlet oxygen (Pozgay, M. et al., 1987; Pusztai, M. et ai., 1991) and oxidation by 

peroxide radicais (Ignoffo, CM. and Garcia, C., 1978). 

The deletenous effects of UV radiation on biologicai systems, particularly proteins 

and nucleic acids, are wef 1 documented (McLaren and Shugar, 1964; Grossweiner, L.I., 1976; 

Grossweiner, L.I., 1984). I t  was recognized as early as 1936 thai W Light could be used to 

inactivate vinises (Stanley, W.M., 1936). With the discovery that Bacillus thuringienrrS crystals 

consists of DNA and protein, the possibiiity that the observed photoinstabiiity is a result of 

photochernical crosslinking reactions occuning between the DNA and crystal protein 

components irnmediateiy became an attractive explanation for this phenornenon. 

3.1.2 Rationale for the Present Investination 

The curent studies were undertaken to determine the effect of W irradiation on Bt 

crystals and the DNA-toxin complexes by monitoring the fate of the protein and DNA 

components afier irradiation, in order to gain a better understanding of the probable cause for 

the photoinactivation. 
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3.2 Exnerimena Procedures 

3.2.1 Materials 

Crystai preparations used for these studies were grown and harvested as previously 

descnbed (Chapter 2) and purified by the GASTROgrafinB density centrifùgation procedure 

(Milne, R. et al., 1977). 

Solubilized Crvstal Protein and DNA-Protein Complexes 

Studies were undertaken using purifieci crystals and the DNA-protein complexes denved 

fiom the crystals obtained by the procedures previously described in Chapter 2. 

LIV Irradiation Instnimentation 

M a t i o n  was accomplished using a germicidal lamp equipped with a 1 5 watt CX-50 

BL long wave bulb produchg typical peak 365 nm light (UV A- 2 2 0 0 ~ ~ / c r n ~ )  and a 15 watt 

CX-5OB medium wave bulb producing typical peak 302 nm light (üV B- 2 1 0 0 ~ ~ / c r n ~ )  

purchased fiom Spectroline. The power was measured using a Spectroline medium wave (UV 

B) ultraviolet meter mode1 DM-30H. The power emitted at 302 nm was measured to be 0.6 

mW/ cm2. Measurements of naturai light (the same day) at noon during a typical sunny &y in 

late s p ~ g  / early summer was measured at 0.2 mW/ cm2 using the same meter. 
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1 rradiation Procedure 

Irradiation experiments were carrieci out by exposing samples to UV-A (365 m), or 

UV-B (302 nm) light for various time intervals as indicated in the d i s  section. Samples of 

crystals and the denved DNA-pmtein complexes were inadiated by placing smples under the 

larnp of choice at a distance of 20 cm h m  the source. 

Several different conditions for U V  irradiation were employed. The various modes of 

mnple preparation aimed to demine  the influence of hydration and air (for the potential 

involvement of singlet oxygen) on the rate of inactivation. GASTROgrafinB purified crystals 

(or derivatives) stored in distilleci water were assayed for protein concenttation using the Bio- 

Rad Protein Assay method (Bradford, M., 1976). Equal aliquots containhg appmximately 1 0 -  

250 pg of protein were transferred to appropriate vessels and prepared for irradiation as outlineed 

below. 

irradiation of Air-Dried Bt Crvstah 

Equal aliquots containing approximately 100-250 pg of protein were pipetted ont0 

ethanol-cleaned glas vessels over an a m  of approximately 2 cm2. The aliquots of crystais or 

the derived DNA-protein complexes were air-dried and the crystais were inadiated for varying 

time intervals. The sarnples were recovered by washuig giass plates with several washings with 
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distilied water. For analysis, the sarnples were adjusted to pH 10.5 by the addition of an 

appropriate aiiquot of 1 M bicarbonate / carbonate or CAPS buffer prepared at pH 1 0.5. 

Irradiation of Bt Crystals Conducteci in Solution 

Samples of Bt crystals (100 pg) suspended in water (pH 7) were prepared in a simiiar 

manner to the dry cross-linking samples, made up to the desired volume and transferred to the 

vesse1 for crossiinking. A mal1 ethanol-cleaned magnetic stir bar was introduced into the 

sample to achieve constant stirring during Uradiaîion. Quartz covers were introduced on the 

vessel. with a thin coating of vacuum grease dong the perimeter of the vessel, in order to d u c e  

evaporation during Vradiation. The vessels were then mounted on a magnetic stirrer and 

irradiated. At predetermïned time intervals, aliquots were cirawn for the vessels and h z e n  with 

liquid nitrogen until dl aiiquots were collected. For analysis, the samples were adjusted to pH 

10.5 by the addition of an appropriate aliquot of 1 M bicarbonate / carbonate or CAPS buffer 

prepared at pH 10.5. 

Irradiation of Bt Crvstais Under Rduced Pressure 

Samples of Bt crysrals ( 1  00 pg) were prepared as demibed (for solution crosslinking of 

samples) but tnuisferred io g las  tubes, to be sealed under vacuum, containing a smaU magnetic 

stir bar. The samples were then fiozen with C-/ethanoI and placed on a vacuum iine. The 

samples were thawed and degassed several times prior to sealing under vacuum. Samples were 

mounted on a magnetic stirrer and irradiated for predetemiined time intervals, at which time 

individual tubes were removed h m  under the UV lamp. The sarnple tubes were cracked and 
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the crystais recovered by centrîfûgation. For analysis, the samples werp adjusted to pH 10.5 by 

die addition of an appropriate aliquot of 1 M bicarbonate I carbonate or CAPS b a e r  prepared at 

pH 10.5. 

Mer irradiation and solubilization, the samples were anai- by SDS-PAGE for the 

recovery of crystal protein. Contml samples were piepareci in parallel with the experimental 

sarnples to be irradiateci and set aside as a noninadiaîed wntrol. Likewise, another aliquot of 

stored crystals h m  the same preparation, was set aside to detexmine the effect of the 

expimentai conditions (reduced pressure), if any, on the samples. 

Toxicitv Assavs 

Toxicity assays were perfonned on samples p r e p d  in the dry state in lawn assays 

using cultures of CF-1 ceiis (Gringorten, J.L., et al., 1990). 7 x 0.5 ml ahquots (approximately 

200 pg protein) of a crystal suspension were centrifugeci at 15 krpm for 1 minute and the 

supernatant discarded. The crystals were M e r  washed with 1 ml dH20, centrifigeci at 15 

krpm for 1 minute and renispended in 295 FI àHZO. Samples were spread on glas  plates, air 

dried and Uradiated for 5 minutes? 30 minutes, 1,2, 4 and 8 hours respectively. These sarnples 

were then sent to Sault Ste. Marie for toxicity assays. Each plate was rinsed with 4 x 250 pl 

dHzO and volumes made up to 2 mls. Samples were then sonicated on ice (2 sec on 5 sec off) 

and 250 pl of each incubateci in 250 pi 0.2 M CAPS at pH 10.5 in the presence of 4 mg / ml 

bovine trypsin overnight at room temperature. The samples were then centrifugeci at 10 krpm 

for 10 minutes and protein concentrations were detemiined by Bio-Rad protein assay dong with 
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a trypsin blank to correct for the trypsin present in the samples. Appropriate dilutions were 

prepared for rangïng assays on CF-! celis and for threshold response on CF-1 celis. 

DNA Extractions 

DNA was extracted nom the DNA-protein complexes using the same procedure 

descri bed in Chapter 2 (Sambmk, J. et al., 1989; Bietlot, H.P. et al., 1993). 

Protein Recovery after Irradiation 

The total recovery of protein from air-dried Bt crystals (pH 7), prior to and after 

irradiation, was determined using the Bio-Rad protein assay procedure (Bradford, M. 1976) and 

the results are s h o w  in Figure 3.1. The amount of crystal protein that is recovered, after 

irradiation at 302 nrn, decreases rapidly with ïncreased exposure. For irradiation times longer 

than 240 minutes (4 hours), no protein could be recovered or was below the lïmits of sensitivity 

of the assay (approximately 5 pg protein); no recoverable protein muid be detected for a sample 

irradiated for 480 minutes. As the irradiation time is increased, the protein samples fonn films / 

crusts which are extremeiy insoluble and resistant to proteolytic and nucleolytic digestion. 

lrradiated sarnples were also analyzed by SDS-PAGE as shown in Figure 3.2. AAer 

irradiation at 302 n m  for 8 hours, no detectable protein can be seen on SDS-PAGE by 

attempting to solubilize the crystals. These results are consistent with the results obtained for 

the toxicity assays describeci above. 
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Figure 3.1 Effet  of UV Irradiation at 302 nm on the Recovery of Bt Crystal 
Protein 

Air dried Bt crystals ( 2 0  pg crystai protein) were irradiated at 302 nm for up to 

480 minutes. The crystals were treated with trypsin ovemight and subsequenly assayed for 

protein recovery usine the same procedure describeci in the experimental procedures (Bradford 

method). 
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DNA Extmctability 

The extracîability of the DNA h m  irradiated crystals and control samples, was 

determined by agarose gel (0.9??) elecîmphoresis. The resuits are shown is Figure 3.3. The 

DNA associated with the crystals is not extracteci effectively even d e r  drying of the crystals 

samples. The DNA that is extracteci even &er cirying does not migrate into the gel, indicating 

that the DNA h a  becorne aggregated in some way. Following inadiation, the DNA is not 

extmcted even afler as little as 5 minutes. As noted above, the irradiated material becomes 

highiy insoluble and this uisolubility increases rapidly with the length of exposure. 

Toxicitv Assavs 

Toxicity assays were conducted on control (nonirradiated) and irradiated crystal samples 

which had been inadiated for upto 240 minutes. The results of assays conducteci on 

CF4 ce11 h e s  from spruce budworm, ChoristenewafUmiferana, are shown in Figure 3.4. 

The threshold dose, in nanograms, required for 50 % mortdity in sprue budworm 

(LDjo), was estimated on the basis of lysis of CF-1 cells. The threshold dose can be seen to 

increase rapidly with increased W exposure. 

Attempts to generate toxin h m  air dried crystals, irradiated for up to 8 hours at 3302nm, 

demonstrate that toxin cannot be generated within 8 hours irradiation, with levels decreasing 

significantly within the fïrst few hours as shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.2 SDS-PAGE of Air-Dried Bt Crystais Imdiated at 302 nm 

Air dried Bt crystais (100 pg) were irradiated at 302 nrn for upto 8 hours and analyzed by SDS- 

PAGE for protein recovery. Lanes 1 and 10 are molecular weight markers; Lane 2, Non- 

irradiated, non-dned crystals; Lane 3, Non-irradiated, air âried crystals; Lane 4, 5 minutes; Lane 

5-30 minutes, Lane 6, 1 how, Lane 7 ,2  hours; Lane 8 , 4  hours; Lane 9, 8 hours. 

Figure 3.3 DNA Extracted from Bt Crystals After Irradiation at 302 nm 

Air dried Bt crystais ( 1 0  pg) were inadiated at 302 nrn for upto 8 hours and the DNA was 

extracted and analyzed by agarose gel elecirophoresis. Lane 1 ,  Non-irradiatedl nondried 

crystds; Lane 2, Non-irradiated, air dried crystals; Lane 3, 5 minutes; Lane 4, 30 minutes, Lane 

5, 1 hou; Lane 6, 2 hours; Lane 7, 4 hours; Lane 8, 8 hours, Lane 9, A-Hind III molecular 

weight markers. 
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Figure 3.4 Effect of Imdiation on the Insecticidal AcWty of Bt Crystalr 

Bt crystds (200 pg) were irradiated for up to 480 minutes at 302 nm and assayed for toxicity 

using CF-] ce11 line lawn assays as descnbed in the expenmental procedure. The threshold 

dose (ng) is shown as a function of UV irradiation tirne. 
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Figure 3.5 Ceneration of Toxh from Bt Crysîals Irradiated at 302nm 

The ability to generate toxin fiom irradiated Bt crystals was detemined after irradiation at 

302 nrn for upto 8 hours. lrradiated crystals were treated with trypsin ( 1  :20 trypsin to crystal 

protein) for 4 hours at 37°C in O. 1 M carbonatehicarbonate buffer (pH 10.5). 

Gel A: Lane 1 ; molecuiar weight markers; Lane 2, Non-irradiateci, non-dried crystais; Lane 3, 

Non-irradiateci, air dried crystals; Lane 4; 5 minutes; Lane 5,30 minutes. 

Gel B: Lane 1. 1 heur. Lane 2, molecular weight markers; Lane 3; 2 hours; Lane 4, 4 hours; 

Lane 5 ,8  hours; Lane 6; molecular weight markers. 
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W Inactivation of 20-kbp DNA-Toxh Cornples and of Purüied Toioa 

200 pg of the 20-kbp DNA-toxin complex (prepared as described in Chapter 2) was 

dried on glass plates and irradiated at 302 MI for upto 8 hours and analyzed for protein 

recovery by SDS-PAGE analysis. The results are shown in Figure 3.6. Loss of the DNA- 

toxin complex is cornplete within approxirnately 4 hours, which is consistent with the loss of 

crystal protein within the same tirne interval. FPLC-purified DNA-fiee toxin (250 pg) was 

subjected to UV radiation in solution (pH 7.5) at 302 nm for upto 4 hours. SDS-PAGE 

analysis? shown in Figure 3.7, revealed that the toxin is apparently also affecteci by UV 

irradiation. No toxin is recovered &r 4 hours irradiation. 

W Inactivation of Bovine Serum Albumin 

BSA (250 pg) was subjected to UV radiation in solution at 302 nm for upto 4 hours. 

SDS-PAGE analysis, shown in Figure 3.8. revealed that BSA is much l es  affécted by UV 

irradiation than Bt toxin with only a srnail decrease in the recovery of BSA king noted a e r  4 

ho urs irradiation. 

UV Inactivation of Bt Clystah at 365 nm 

The W irradiation of Bt crystais (250 pg) in the dry state was also conducted at 365 nm 

to determine the effect of UVB radiation on the extent of inactivation. The results for 

inactivation at 365 nm are shown in Figure 3.9; compare with Figure 3.2 for inactivation at 302 

nm. The apparent loss of crystal protein obsewed by SDS-PAGE analysis shows that the rate of 
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inactivation increases with decreasïng wavelength. At 302 nm (Figure 3.2), the crystal protein 

cannot be recovered a k  4 hours irradiation, however crystal protein cm still be recovered after 

8 houn irradiation at 365 nm, although a decrease in crystai protein Rcovery is aiso noted with 

increased irradiation tirne. 

UV Inactivation of Bt Crystals in Solution 

In order to assess the effect of hydration on the inactivation, a sarnple of Bt crystais 

(100 pg) was irradiated without pnor drying. SDS-PAGE andysis was used to assess the 

photo-inactivation of crystais irradiated for upto 8 hours. The results are shown in Figure 

3.10. The results obtained suggest that the inactivation occurs within approximately the 

same time interval as for the dried crystal samples. However, cornparison of the control 

sample (neither dned nor irradiated) and the fïrst aIiquot drawn (5 min) shows little 

difference in the extent of recovery of the crystal protein. These results, when cornpared to 

irradiation experïments conducted in the dried state, clearly demonstrate the loss of protein 

recovery as a resuit of drying of the crystals. A significant initial decrease in the recovery of 

crystal protein can therefore be attributed to drying out of the Bt crystais. 

UV Inactivation of Bt Crystals in Solution Under Reduced Pressure 

To detennine the effect of the presence of oxygen of the extent of photo-inactivation, 

samples of Bt crystals were delivered to individuai disposable culture tubes, degassed and 

irradiated for upto 8 hours. The results of SDS-PAGE analysis are shown in Figure 3.11. Once 

again, photo-inactivation was obsexved, however there appears to be a slight decrease in the rate 
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at which the inactivation occurs. The extent of reduction of the inactivation does not appear to 

be si@ ficantly dTected. 

Figure 3.6 UV Inactivation of 20-kbp DNA-Torin Complex 

200 pg of 20-kbp DNA-toxin complex were air dried in glass vessels and imadiated at 302 nm 

for up to 8 hours. Aliquots were drawn at various tirne intervals and analyzrxl by SDS-PAGE. 

Lane 1. Molecular m a s  markers; lane 2, no irradiation, O hours; Iane 3 , 2  h o c ,  lane 4 ,4  hours; 

lane 5,8 hours. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Figure 3.7 UV Inactivation of FPLC Purifid Torm 

250 pg DNA-fke toxin (Tl) was dissolved in 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.5), 20 mM 

EDTA and irradiated at 302 nm for up to 4 hours. Aliquots were drawn at various t h e  

intervals and anal@ by SDS-PAGE. Lane 1, Molecular m a s  markets; lane 2, no irradiation, 

O hours; lane 3, 1 hour, lane 4 ,2  hours; lane 5,4 hours. 
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Figure 3.8 üV Imctivation of Bovine Semm Albumin 

250 pg BSA was dissolved in 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.5). 20 mM EDTA. and irradiated 

at 302 nrn for up to 4 hours. Aliquots were drawn at various time intervais and analyzed by 

SDS-PAGE. Lane 1. Molecular mass markers; lane 2, no irradiatio~ O hours; lane 3, 1 how, 

lane 4.2 hours; Iane 5 , 4  hours. 

Figure 3.9 UV Inactivation of Bt Crysîals at 365 nm 

Air dned Bt crystais (100 pg) were irradiated at 365 nm for upto 8 hours and analyzed by SDS- 

PAGE for protein recovery. Lanes 1 and 10 are molecular weight markers; Lane 2, Non- 

irradiated non-dned crystals; Lane 3, Non-irradiateci, air dried crysrals; Lane 4,s minutes; Lane 

S. 30 minutes, Lane 6, 1 how, Lane 7 ,2  hours; Lane 8,4 hours; Lane 9 ,8  hours. 
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Figure 3.10 Generation of Toxin from Bt Crystals Irradiated at 365nm 

The generation of toxin fiom Bt crystals was determined after irradiation at 365 nm for upto 

8 hours. Control and irradiated crystal sarnples were treated with trypsin (1 :20 trypsin to 

crystal protein) for 4 hours at 37°C in O. 1 M ca.rbonate/bicarbonate buffer (pH 10.5). 

Gel A: Lane 1 ; rnolecular weight markers; Lane 2, Non-irradiateci, non-dried crystals; Lane 3, 

Non-irradiated, air dried crystals; Lane 4; 5 minutes; Lane 5,30 minutes. 

Gel B: Lane 1, 1 hour, Lane 2, molecular weight markers; Lane 3; 2 hours; Lane 4, 4 hours; 

Lane 5. 8 hours; h e  6; molecular weight markers. 
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Figure 3.1 1 W Inactivation of Bt Crystals in Solution 

Bt crystds (1 00 pg) were irradiated in solution (pH 7) at 302 nm for upto 8 hours and anaiyzed 

by SDS-PAGE for protein recovery. Lanes I and 10 are molecular weight markers; Lane 2, 

Non-irradiated nondried crystals; Lane 3, Non-irradiateci, air dried crystals; Lane 4, 5 minutes; 

Lane 530 minutes, Lane 6, 1 hour, Lane 7,2 hours; Lane 8,4 hours; Lane 9 ,8  hours. 

Figure 3.1 1 UV Inactivation of Bt Crystals in Solution Under Reduced Pressure 

Bt crystals (100 pg) were irradiated in solution under reduced pressure at 302 nm for upto 8 

hours and analyzed by SDS-PAGE for protein recovery. Lanes 1 and 9 are molecular weight 

markers; Lane 2, Non-irradiated crystals; Lane 3,s minutes; Lane 4.30 minutes, h e  5, t how, 

Lane 6 ,2  hours; Lane 7 ,4  hours; Lane 8 , 8  hours. 
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3.4 Discussion 

The photo-inactivation of the Bt formulations has been recognized for some t h e ,  

however none of the attempts to increase the photostability of the formulations (encapsdation, 

incorporation of UV sunsçreens) have been successfiil. The photo-instability of microbial 

insecticides have been noted for many such products that involve the use of whole cells; the use 

of viruses and bacteria suffers h m  a lack of field persistence, in which one of the most 

important and uncontrollable factors is sunlight inactivation @edford, G.O., 1 98 1 ; Ignoffo, 

CM.. et al.. Couch,T.L. et al., 1981). 

The results obtauied in the current studies not oniy c o & m  the photo-instability of the 

Bt crystal, but also suggest that this phenomenon may be, at lest partiaily, the result of 

photochernical crosslinking of the DNA and protein components which rnake up the crystals. 

The disappearance of the protein on SDS gels, as weil as the accumulation of high molecular 

weight material in the stacking gelt and combined with the non-extractability of the DNA, 

suggest that covalent bonds are king formed between the crystal components as a direct result 

of exposure to UV radiation. 

Irradiation experiments conducted on FPLC-purifie4 DNA-hPe toxin, reveaied that the 

toxin is also sensitive to W exposure. Control experiments, conducted on BSA (bovine seruni 

albumin), at the same concentration and wavelength (302 nm), indicate that BSA is less 

sensitive to UV radiation than the Bt toxin. These results indicate that a second proces, besides 

the proposed DNA-protein crosslinking, rnay also play a d e  in the photo-inactivation of the 

crystai protein. However, the sensitivity of the Bt toxin to W radiation may also indicate that 

the FPLC puRfied toxin was not entirely î ke  of DNA. 
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Irradiation experiments were also conducted in solution in order to detennine the effect 

of desiccation of the crystals. The resuits obtained for irradiations conducted in solution, when 

compared to the inactivation experiments conducted in the dned state, iodicate a significant 

contribution to the los of crystai protein caused by drying of the crystals. The initial decrease 

in c r y d  protein recovery upon drying (lanes 2 and 3 of SDS-PAGE gels for experiments 

conducted in the dry state) and prior to irradiation, confirm earlier reports of the loss of toxicity 

as a result of drying of the Bt crystais (Leong, K-L. et al., 1980). 

hdiation experiments conducted in solution under reduced pressure, aimed to 

determine the effect of molecular oxygen (and the potentiai role of singiet oxygen) on the 

inactivation of the crystals. The results obtained h m  these experhents indiate that the 

contribution of oxidation by molecular oxygen, as a causative agent of inactivation, is less 

significant than anticipated. The rate of l o s  of crystal protein in these samples, as observed 

fiom SDS-PAGE, appears to be approximately the same as that observed for inadiation 

experiments conducted in solution without degassing. 

Finally, irradiation experiments using 302 and 365 nm W light were conducted to 

detemine the extent of damage occurring at diffèrent wavelengths. The r e d t s  demonstrated 

that the photo-induced damage is also relateci to the wavelength of UV light. Irradiation of 

crystals at 365 nm is Uisufficient to cause complete photoinactivation of the crystals within 8 

hours. in contrast to the much more rapid inactivation observed when crystals are irradiated at 

302 nm. Furthemore, Figure 3.10 A and B also dernonstrates that toxin can 5131 be generated 

by trypsin treatment for samples irradiated for as much as 8 hours at 365 nrn. The residual 

absorption of the nucieotides of DNA in the W A  region, dthough seemingly insignifiant, may 
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be sufficient to produce errcited states in the DNA causing reactions to occur between the DNA 

and crystal protein. Most of the DNA-protein crosslinking experiments have been conducted 

using W C  radiation, particuiarly in the range of 254 to 266 nm, where DNA displays its largest 

molar absoptivity. However. in the present studies, irradiation with UVB Iight is also capable 

of causing photo-inactivation of the Bt protein-DNA cornplex. Puztai et al. (1991) reported 

that the toxicity of Bt crystals decreases with decreasing wavelength, with the greatest losses of 

toxicity occurring for irradiations çonducted below 380 nrn. UV irradiation of Bt crystals at 254 

nm (UVA) was found to occur even more rapidly than at 302 nm (data not shown), showing a 

direct correlation between the rate of inactivation and wavelength of irradiation; as expected, the 

order of inactivation increases with increasing energy of irradiation. 

The insolubility of the crystals following irradiation suggested that the toxicity of 

Bacillus rhuringiensis crystals might be affected by UV exposure. To test this hypothesis, 

samples were prepared for toxicity assays against ce11 cultures of the spruce budwonn 

Choristoneura furniferana (CF-1 cells). The results shown in Figure 3.4 clearly demonstrate 

that the threshold dose required for toxicity increases dramatically with increased exposure of 

the crystals to UV light. The results show that the threshold dose increases by approximately 

30-fold within the first 4 hours d e n  irradiated in the dry state. Threshold doses for crystals 

irradiated for longer periods (ie: 8 hours), could not be estimated due to the extreme 

insolubility of the crystais afier prolonged W exposure. nius, the moa probable 

explanation for the reduced toxicity of the crystal protein upon irradiation was that the 

protein could no longer be enzymatically converted to the toxin by protease batment. 1x1 

order to support this possibility, crystals were i d i a t e d  for various time intervals and 
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subsequently treated with trypsin in an attempt to generate and recover toxin (SDS-PAGE 

Coomassie-positive stalliing) fiom the irradiateci crystals. The results indicate that the 

crystals are no longer susceptible to enzymatic hydrolysis after exposure to W light for 8 

hours. This is consistent with the observed toxicity data presented above. The high degree 

of insolubility and the inability to generate detectable quantities of toxin h m  the irradiated 

crystals after 8 hours irradiation, provide M e r  evidence for the formation of covalent 

pro tein- DN A 1 inkages. 

3.5 Conclusion 

The proteinaceous crystals produced by Bacii22u.s thuringiensis have been shown to be 

biologically inactivated as a result of exposure to CJV radiation, which was confirmed by the 

results of toxicity assays. The loss of activity is related to drying, the wavelength of UV 

radiation and length of exposure. and appears to be the result of formation of insoluble, 

protease-stable high molecular weight matrices. A large contribution to the reduced recovery of 

soluble crystal protein appears to be solely due to initiai drying of the crystals. 

The loss of proteolytic susceptibility of the crystal protein d e r  irradiation may be due to 

the covalent crosslinking of the protein and DNA components of the crystal. Monitoring the fate 

of the protein and DNA components of the crystal has provided strong evidence for the 

formation of covalent linkages between these components, however the formation of both 

DNA-DNA and protein-protein products cannot be d e d  out. 
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Chapter 4 

Protection of Brcillus thwingiensis Crystals From UV Photo-Laactivation 
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The deleterious effects of W radiation on biological systems and its reported 

invo!vement in a number of pathological conditions in humans are well documented. 

Prolonged exposure to W radiation has been shown to affect the growth and viability of 

bacterial ce11 cultures (Smith, K.C., 1962, Jagger et al., 1964). to be responsible for the 

inactivation of viruses (Stanley, W.M., 1936), for destruction of antigenicity of viruses 

(Kieczkowski. A., 1962) and for the induction of structural aiterations of protein and iipid 

oxidation in e l l s  (Kochevar, 1.. 1 WO), thereby demonsttabng its lethal qualities. 

Photochetnical reactions induced in biologically important compounds, particuiarly 

nucleic acids and proteins. as a result of W irradiation have been studied extensively. It is 

generally accepted that DNA is the most sensitive biological target for UV damage (McLaren 

and Shugar, 1964. Konihauser, A., 1976). and that the photochernicd reactions between DNA 

m d  proteins are a comequence of the photochernical excitation of nucleic acids. In biological 

systems, these excited States can initiate primary reactions arnong nucleic acid components, to 

yield various products such as thymidine dimers (Chapman, O.L.. l967), or react with DNA- 

associated proteins such as histones (Angelov, D. et al., 1988) and nuclear lamina proteins 

(Galcheva-Gargova, S. and Dessev, G.N., 1 987). Evidence for the covalent attachent of 

nucleic acids to proteins has been obtained by terminal labelhg of the protein-linked DNA 

afler irradiation (Gaicheva-Garguva, 2. and Dessev, G.N, 1987), the retention of radioactivity 

(Angelov, D. et al., l988), from gel shifi assays (Buckk et al., 1991) and by m a s  spectrornetry 
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(Jensen et al., 1993), however the chemical structures of  these covalent compounds have yet to 

be e 1 ucidated. 

Studies conducted on the photoaddition products of nucleic acid bases (and.or 

polynucleotides) with arnino acids ( a d o r  peptides or proteins) suggest the formation of k 

radicals in the nucleic acid components, which then react with the amino acid or  protein 

component of the system (Smith and Alpin, 1966; Jellinek and Johns, 1970; Smith. K.C. 1970; 

Varghese, A.J.? 1973a; Varghee, A.J., 1973b). In nucleic acids, the pyrimidines have been 

shown to be the most photochemicafly reactive of the nucleic acid bases. Thymine in DNA and 

uracil in RNA, have been shown to form a variety of photoproducts with different amino acids, 

with the proposed formation of free radicais. These topics will be addresseci in Chapter 5. 

UV irradiation of biological systems, particularly in the presence of photoseflsitizers and 

molecular oxygen, has also been implicated in a number of photo-oxidation reactions in 

macromolecules. Singlet oxygen, which can be producd during the photosensitization pmcess 

from the triplet state of molecular oxygen ( p u n d  state), has k e n  impliçated in the photo- 

oxidation of amino acids, lipids and nucleosides and other cellular components. Photo- 

oxidation has k e n  observed in virtually al1 classes of organisms, with effécts ranging b rn  

interference with metabolic processes and reproduction, to membrane damage and mutagenesis. 

The photo-oxidation products of thymine and guanine in DNA and of m i l  and uric acid 

derivatives have been ident i f ie  and the amino acids histidine, methionine, tryptophan, tyrosine 

and cysteine have been shown to be affectai both as the fke monomers and when found in 

peptides (Foote, C.S., 1976; Henriksen, et al., 1 W6a and b). 
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Fortunately, the ubiquitous presence of antioxidants in biological systems, the presence 

of lipid-soluble antioxidants in biomembranes and water-soluble antioxidants in the 

intracellular fluid of cells, are believed to IUnit the destruction of important biological 

molecules (Roberhid and Calderon, 1995). The isolation of Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) in 1922 

by Albert Szent-Gyorgyi was one of the first breakthroughs in our understanding of antioxidants 

and biological oxidation processes (Buettner, GR. et al., 1996). 

.btioxidants cm be brosdly dehed as any molecule that protects a target against 

oxidative damage (Halliwell, B.? 1996). They can also be coarsely divided into two main 

categories according to solubility; namely hydrophilic or lipophiiic. These are m e r  dassified 

as preventive, chah-breaking, or repair antioxidants, depending on the mode of action. Vitarnin 

C and Vitarnin E are classical chah-breaking antioxidants, or radicai scavengers, in that they 

interact directiy with £ k e  radical species, suppressing the initiation and propagation steps 

leading to chah reactions (Niki, E., 1996). Both Vitamins C and E donate electrons, in the 

fom of hydrogen atoms (AH to A'), to the fiee radical species, to form the resulting antioxidant 

radicais, which are stable and terminate radical propagation (Roberfioid and Calderon, 1995, 

Buettner. GR. et al., 1996, Niki, E., 1996). 

In-vitro snidies of  putative biological antioxidants have confirmed the antioxidant 

capabili ties of both water-soluble compounds, particularly Vitamin C, as well as lipid-soluble 

compounds such as Vitamin E (Burton, G.W. and Ingold, KU, 1981; Barclay, L.R.C. and 

Ingold, KU., 1981; Wayner et al., 1986; Wayner et al., 1987; Singh et al., 1990; Niki, E., 

1996). 
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Antioxidants are also used in the food indu- to reduce the oxidative damage to 

foodstuffs (rancidity of fats and oils) and have also been incorporated into the packaging 

materials in order to retain freshness. The antioxidants used in the food industry, in the 

protection of oxidative darnage include BHT (butylated hydroxytoluene) and propyl gallate, 

which can act as chain-breaking antioxidants as well as scavengers of initiating radicais 

(Hailiwell and Guttendge, 1990). 

Non-biological polymen aiso require the addition of antioxidants to retaui ùieir physical 

properties and to acquire a reasonable life expectancy @exter, M., 1992). A number of 

synthetic compounds, possessing antioxidant and antiozonant activities, are used in the 

protection of organic polymers h m  UV and oxidative darnage. These are used to d u c e  the 

development of colour (polyolefins), protect h m  aging and cracking (elastomers), and the 

formation of gums and deposits (fûels and iubricants). 

4.1.2 Rationale for tbe Curreat Investinations 

The UV-induced photo-inac tivation of BaciIfus ihuringiemis crystal DNA-protein 

complex(es) represents yet another example of the deleterious effects of UV irradiation in 

biologicai systerns. It also provides a mode1 system to study the mechanism of UV-induced 

DNA-pro tein crosslinking. The photo-instability of Bucillus thuringiensis products has been 

previousl y investigated by other researchers, however oo satis factory explanation for this 

phenornenon has ken  presented. The cause of the photo-inactivation has been suggested to be 
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the result of photosensitized destruction of arornatic amino acid degradation by singlet oxygen 

(Pozgay, M. et al., 1987, Putzai, M., et al., 1991) and oxidation by peroxide radicals (Ignoffo, 

C.M. and Garcia, C., t 978). As mentioned in the previous chapter, attempts at increasing the 

field persistace of Bt formulations have had very limited success. 

The c m t  investigations aimed to determine the efficacy of water-soluble and lipid- 

soluble antioxidants in preventing the photo-inactivation and to gain a better understanding of 

the nature of the reactions responsible for the UV-induced photo-inactivation of Bt crystals. 
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42.1 Materiab 

Chernicals and Enzvmes 

L-Ascorbic acid (Vitamin C) and TmloxB (6-hydroxy-2,5.7,8-tetramethyIchroman-2- 

carboxylic acid) were purchased fiom Aldrich Chemical Company. Propyl gaiiate. PABA @- 

amino benzoic acid), BHA (butylated hydroxyanisole), cysteine and histidine, uric ac id and 

EDTA were purchased fiom Sigma Chemical Co. BHT (butylated hydroxytoluene) was 

purchased h m  ICN Pharmaceuticals hc. Bovine pancreatic trypsin was obtained as a 

lyophilized powder h m  Sigma. 

Bacilfus thurinpiensIs Crvstals and Related DN A-Protein Com~lexes 

BacifIus fhrrringiensis subsp. kurstaki HD-73 and the derived DNA-protein complexes 

were prepared as described previously. 

Irradiation Lnstrumentation 

irradiation experiments were conducted using a germicidal lamp equipped with a 15 

watt CX-5OB lamp produchg typical peak 302 nm light with an intensity of 2100 rnicrow/cm2 

unless specified in the results. 
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4 Metbod 

Experiments were conducted in the dry state and in solution as reported in the results. 

Antioxidant stock solutions (0.5- 1 M) were prepared for the water-soluble compounds and the 

pH of the antioxidant stock solutions were adjusted just prior to addition to the Bt samples. The 

final concentration of antioxidant in the samples was adjusted by dilution of aliquots of the 

stock solutions. For lipophilic antioxidants, solutions of aqueous / organic mixtures were 

prepared and added to the crystal protein or derived DNA-protein complexes. 

Antioxidants/ Sunscreeas 

Initial studies were perfonned on the following antioxidants and U.V. protectants: 

Vitamin E (dl-alpha-tocopherol), BHT, Tmlox (6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylcbman-2- 

carboxylic acid), propyl gailate, uric acid, Vitamin C (ascorbic acid), PABA @ara- 

aminobenzoic acid), cysteine, histidine and EDTA. Aliquots of solutions of these compounds 

were added to the crystais or DNA-protein complexes to achieve the desired final concentration, 

and the samples were lefi to air-dry on plates before irradiation. 

Experiments performed in solution were prepared in quactz-covered vessels, to reduce 

evaporation, and aliquots were drawn at the predetennined thne points. 
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Irradiation Proccdure 

From the results obtained in Chapter 3,it was pre-estabiished that 8 hours irradiation 

was suficient to cause total loss of crystai protein (protoxin) by SDS PAGE anaiysis. 

Therefore, for most of the studies, a maximum of 4 hours irradiation was employed. Irradatiion 

of samples for longer intervais were only performed for speçific applidons, as demibeâ in 

the results, with irradiation times ranging form O to 48 hours as required. 

Ammonium Persulfate Treatment of Bt Sam~ies 

Protoxin samples (pH 10.5) were stirred in the presene of ammonium perdfate 

(0.01 7%) and aliquots withdrawn at predeterrnined time points up to 24 hours. Two sets of 

samples were prepared 1) samples containing Vitamin C (O. 1 M) and 2) no Vitamin C added. 

Toxin Generation from Irradiated Bt Sam~les  

Irradiated samples were incubated with trypsin (1 :20 trypsin / protein (dm))  at 37°C 

for 4 hours and aliquots of the digests were analyzed by SDS-PAGE (10%). 
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4.3 Results 

L i ~ o ~ h i i i c  Antioxjdants 

Vitamin E, BHT, Trolox 

The poor solubility or insolubility of these antioxidants in aqueous solutions made it 

necessary to investigate the maximum solubility that could be achieved for mixtures of water- 

miscible organic solvents and water. Solutions of these antioxidants were prepared in organic 

solvents (THF, 1,4-dioxane5 isopropanol or pyridine) which were combined with aqueous 

solutions and the solubility determined. The results of these solubility studies indicated that 

M e r  &dies were not feasible since preincubation of aysals in solutions containing I O ? !  

(wh) Vitamin E (20% HzO / 70% pyridine), 10Y0 (w/v) BHT in isopropanol(4W4 Hz0 / 60% 

isopropanol) and of 5% (w/v) Trolox in isopropanol (40% HzO 1 60 % isopropanol). gave no 

recovery of protein when analyzed by SDS-PAGE. These crystal solutions were noticeable 

flocculent indicating protein denaturation, due to the presence of the organic solvents, and thus 

were not investigated M e r .  Trolox, which has a relatively low solubility in water (0.1% at 

saturation), was îreated as a lipphilic antioxidant since it appeared to offer no protection in 

trials performed in aqueous solution. 
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Am~hoteric and Hvdro~hilic Antioridants 

Propyl gaIiate and Uric Acid 

The low solubility of propyl gallate (0.35g/lOOmIs) and uric acid (0.7g/100ml) Iimited 

their use in the current application, however initial studies were perfomed due to their reporteci 

effectiveness as antioxidants. Protoxïn sarnples, prepared in sahirated solutions (pH 10.5) of 

these compounds and inadiated for up to 4 hours at 302 mn, did not show any protection when 

analyzed by SDS-PAGE and were not investigated fkther. 

PABA (lgi170mls) 

The relatively poor solubility of PABA (1 g/lï(hnls) in aqueous solution also made 

studies at pH 7.0 unfeasible. However, in the study of protoxin, 0.1 M stock solutions of PABA 

could be prepared when adjusted to pH 10.5. Protoxin samples prepared in 0.1 M PABA (pH 

10.5) were air dried and irradiated at 302 nm up to 4 hours. The results of SDS-PAGE analysis 

of the irradiated sarnples and aypsin activation to toxh are show in Figures 4.1 A and 4.1B 

respectively. The results indicate that PABA offers relatively good protection for the duration 

of the irradiation period. 
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Cysteine 

Protoxin sarnples, prepared in a 0.1 M cysteine solution adjusted to pH 10.5, were air 

dried and inadiated for up to 4 hours at 302 m. The results of SDS-PAGE analysis of protoxin 

recovery the irr;adiated sarnples and W i n  activation to toxin are shown in Figures 4.1 C and 

4.1 D respectively. 

Histidine 

Protoxin samples, prepared in a 0.1 M histidine solution adjusted to pH 10.5, were air 

dried and irradiated for up to 4 hours at 302 nm. The resdts of SDS-PAGE aaalysis of protoxin 

recovery the irradiateci saniples and trypsin activation to toxin are shown in Figures 4.1 E and 

4.1 F. 

Vitamin C (Ascorbic Acid) 

Crystal suspensions and protoxin samples, prepared in the presence of 0.1 M Vitamin C 

solution adjusted to pH 10.5, were air dried and irradiated for upto 4 boum at 302 nm. The 

results of SDS-PAGE anaiysis of protoxin recovery h m  the irradiated samples and trypsin 

activation to toxin are shown in Figures 4.1 G and 4.1 H respectively. 

CAM-protoxin samples, prepared in a 0.1 M Vitamin C solution adjusted to pH 10.5, 

were air dried and irradiated for up to 4 hours at 302 nm. The results of SDS-PAGE analysis of 
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protoxùi recovery the irradïated sarnples and trypsin activation to toxui are show in Figures 4.2 

A and 4.2 B. The results suggest that the presence of the disulfide Luil<ages does not affect the 

rate of photo-inactivation. 

Ammonium Persulfate Treatment of the Bt Crystal Protein 

Crystal suspensions and protoxin samples were treated in solution at pH 10.5 with 

0.0 1 7% (v/v) arnmoMum persulfate in a solution containing 0.1 M Vitamin C at pH 7.5 (crystal 

slurries) or pH 10.5 @rotoxin samples). Aliquots were drawn at the indicated tirne intervals 

and analyzed by SDS-PAGE as s h o w  in Figures 4.3 A and 4.3 B. A control experiment, 

consisting of the protoxin in the absence of Vitamin C. was anaiyzed in the same way. The 

results indicate that the free radical oxidation of the DNA-protein complex occurred within 1 

hour in the absence of Vitamin C, whiie the sarnple containing Vitamin C was protected for up 

to 24 hours with some evidence of oxidation occurring 2 hours. Treatment of the crystals (pH 

7) and protoxin (pH 10.5) in solutions containkg 0.1% APS for 2 hours was suflScient to 

cornpletely oxidize the crystals and protoxin in the absence of Vitamin C. 

Pho tosta biliza tion of Bacü'Ius tkuringiensis Preparations with Vitamin C 

The efficiency and duration of Vitamin C protection were investigated for extended 

irradiation periods at 302 nrn. Crystal durries were prepared in the presence of 0.1 % up to 1.8 

% (w/v) of Vitamin C and inadiated for up to 4 hows. The duration of Vitamin C (1.8% w/v) 
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was dso detennined in dried crystal samples containuig 85 pg a y s t a i  protein for extended 

irradiation tune points of up to 48 hours. As shown in Figure 4.4, the crystal protein was 

protected for up to 48 hours. 

Protein Recovey and Toricity Assays of Vitrimin C-Protected Baciltus thuringknsis 

Crystals 

The photostabilizzition of crystal preparations prepared in the presence of Vitamin C, 

shown in the previous experiments, prornpted an investigation into the toxicity of the irradiateci 

crystais. Crystds samples were prepared in the presence of 0.1 M Vitarnin C adjusted to pH 7 

(+VC) or in the absence of Vitamin C (-VC) and air dried. The samples were irradiated for 

time intervals of up to 8 hours and sent to Sault Ste. Marie for Iawn assays against CF- 1 cells as 

described in the previous chapter. The protein recovery and toxicity of the two sets of samples 

are shown in Figures 4.5A and 4.5B respectively. 

The toxicity o f  the Vitamin C-treated crystais and the total recovery of protein h m  

these samples remained essentialIy constant for the duration of the experiment. In the absence 

of Vitamin CI both the toxicity and total protein recovery decreased rapidly over the course of 4 

hours. 
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Figure 4.1 UV Protection of Bt Crystals m the Presence of Various Antioxidants 

For Figures 4.1 A through J, time points were O hours (air dried, non-irradiateci), 

30  minute. 1 hour, 1.5 hours, 2 hours, 2.5 hours, 3 hours, 3.5 hours, and 4 hours. 

Crystal Protein Samples 

250 pg cxystal protein was air dried in the presence of 0.1 M antioxidant (pH 10.5), 

unies stated otherwise, and a a t e d  at 302nm for up to 4 hours. The crystais were 

resolubilized in O. 1 M solubiiizaîion b e e r  (0.1 M carbonate/bicart>onate buffer, 10 mM 

EDT& 0.1 % (v/v) BME, pH 10.5) and analyzed by SDS-PAGE electrophoresis. 

Trypsin Digests From Imdiated Crysîais 

100 pg resolubilized crystal protein (in 0.1 M solubilization bufFer; 0.1 M 

carbonate/bicarbonate b d e r ,  10 mM EDTA, O. 1 % (vh) BME, pH 1 OS), irradiated in 

the presence of 0.1 M antioxidant, was treated with =sin for 4 hours and analyzed by 

SDS-PAGE electrophoresis. 

Crystal Protein Recovery From Irradiated Crystals in the Presence of PABA 

Toxin Generation From Irradirited Crystals in the Presence of PABA 

Ccystnl Protein Recovery Fmm Imdiated Crystals in the Presence of Cysteine 

Toxin Generation From Irradiated Crystals in the Presence of Cysteine 

CystaJ Protein Recovey From Imdiated CystPls in the Presence of Histidine 

Tosh Cenerrrtion From Irradiated Crystais in the Presence of Histidine 

Crystrl Proteia Recovey From Imdiated CrystaLs in the Presence of Vitamin C 

Toxin Genemtion From Imdiated Cysbls in the Prrscnce of Vitamin C 
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Figure 4.2 UV Protection of CAM-Protoxb in the Presence (A) and Absence (B) of 

1 00 pg CAM-protoxin were irradiated in solution (0.1 M carbonate/bicarbonate buffer) 

in the presence (or absence) of 0.1 M Vitamin C (adjusted to pH 10.5) at 302 n m  for up 

to 4 hours. Aliqouts of the irradiated matenal were withdrawn at various time points 

and analyzed by SDS-PAGE electmphoresis. A: With Vitamin C; B: Without Vitamin 

C; Lane 1 ,  Molecular m a s  markers; lane 2, no irradiation (O minutes); lane 3, 30 

minutes; lane 4, 1 how, lane 5,2 hours; lane 6,3 hours, lane 7,4 hours. 
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Figure 4 3  Ammonium Pemulfate Treatment of the Bt Crystal Protein in the Presence 

(A) and Absence (B) of Vitamin C 

100 pg CAM-protoxh were treated with 0.018 % APS in solution (0.1 M 

carbonate/bicarbonate buffer) in the presence (or absence) of 0.1 M Vitamin C (adjuted 

to pH 10.5). Aliqouts of the irradiated material were withdrawn at various t h e  points 

and anal yzed by SDS-PAGE electrophoresis. A: With Vitamin C; B: Without Vitamin 

C; Lane 1, Molecular mass markers; lane 2, before APS addition; lane 3, 30 minutes; 

lane 4. 1 how, lane 5,2  hous; lane 6 , 3  hours, lane 7 , 4  hours. 
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Figure 4.4 Duration of Protection of Vitamin C in the Photostrrbilimtion of Bucïhs 

thuringiensîs Prepa ra tions 

1 00 p.g of crystai protein were suspended in a 0.1 M solution of Vitarnin C, air 

dried and irradiated for up to 48 hours at 302 nm. The sarnples were then 

solubilized and analyzed by SDS-PAGE for protein recovery. 

Lane 1,  Molecuiar mass markers; lane 2, non-dried, non-irradiated crystals; 

lane 3. air dried. non-inadiated crystais; lane 4,2 hour; lane 5,4 hours; 

lane 6 , 8  hours; lane 7, 16 hours; lane 8,24 hows; lane 9,36 h o u  

lane 1 O. 48 hours. 
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Ethct of UV Imdiation on Racovefy of 81 Cry8t.l Protein 

0.25 
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Figure 4.5 Protein Recovery and ToUcity Assays of Vitamin C-Protected Bacilfus 

tliruri~~gknsis Crysîals 

Air dried Bt crystals (200 pg crystal protein) were irradiated at 302 nm for up to 

480 minutes. The crystals were treated with trypsin overnight and subsequently assayed fm 

protein recovery by the Bradford method (O = absence of Vitamin C; I = O. 1 M Vitamin C). 

Air dried Bt crystals (200 pg) were Ûradiated for up to 480 minutes at 302 nm and assayed for 

toxicity using CF- 1 ceil line lawn assays as descnbed in the experimental procedure. The 

threshold dose (ng) is shown as a hct ion  of UV irradiation t h e  (a = absence of Vitamin C; 

r = 0- 1 M Vitamin C). 
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4.4 Discussion 

The results of the current investigation suggest that the photo-inactivation of Bacillus 

hrringiemis crystals is the result of a W-induced fke radical reaction. incorporation of 

water-soluble antioxidants, psrticularly Vitamin C, provided protection against photo- 

inactivation. M e r  candidate antioxidants, such as cysteine, histidine and PABA, dso showed 

moderate to good protection. The limited solubility of PABA (0.35 g / 100 ml; HzO) at neutrai 

pH limits its potential use in Bt fomulations. It was not surprishg to find that the most 

efficient antioxidants were those displaying a hi& degree of solubility in water (Vitamîn C 1 g / 

3rnl; cysteine and histidine, k l y  soluble (Merck Index)). since, for an antioxidant to be 

effective, it must be able to gain access to the radicals which are formed as described below 

(Doba et al., 1985; Wayner et al., 1986; Wayner et al.. 1987). 

The superior protection offered by Vitamin C, relative to other water-soluble 

antioxidants such as cysteine for example, is most likely a consequence of its ability to undergo 

two successive oneelectron oxidations, and thereby reducing two quivalents of k radicals 

per equivalent of Vitamin C. The birnolecular reactions involved in these reduction reactions. 

and specifically with Vitamin C as antioxidant, have been shown to be concentration dependant 

(Wayner et al., 1986). Furthemore the reduction potential of Vitamin C ('EO' = 282 mV; 

ascorbate. K / ascorbate monoanion redox couple in water, pH 7; Buettner et al., 19%) makes 

the ascorbate radical a particularly g o d  reducing agent The concentration dependence of 

Vitamin C in the current investigations was shown to be a minimum of approximately 1 % 

Vitamin C (wlw) in protecting a 100 pg sample of the crystal protein over a period of 8 hours 
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(data not shown). The apparent protection of lOOug of crystal protein for a period of up to 48 

hours was achieved with a 1.8 % solution of Vitamin C. It appears that the protection could last 

for substantially longer period s of W irradiation at 302 nm and aboveor above up to 48 hours 

irradiation at 302 nm (Figure 4.4). 

The protection against photo-inactivation of Bt cxystals displayed by the water-soluble 

antioxidants appears to be simply a consequence of their ability to reach the radicais formed 

during UV exposure. The increased permeability of the crystals towards these compounds 

would ailow these cornpounds greater access to the sites of  radical initiation and to interact with 

the photo-induced free radicals, whether initiaiiy produced in the protein or DNA cornponents. 

Nurnerous studies dealing with the antioxidant activity of potential antioxidants have shown 

that it is the accessibility of the antioxidant that governs the degree of efficacy. indeed, Doba et 

al. (1985) showed that Vitamin E is an excellent antioxidant in phospholipid membranes 

(liposomes). in an aqueous environment, the presence of Vitamin C in the aqueous phase acted 

spergistically with Vitamin E in preventing oxidative damage to the Iipid bilayers. When 

radicals were generated in the aqueous phase, Vitamin C was found to efficiently trap aqueous 

peroxyl radicals, but was ineffective as an antioxidant for peroxy radicals generated w i h  the 

phosp ho1 i pid bilayer. These authors postulated that the synergism obsefved between V itamins 

E and C in preventing oxidative damage in the lipid bilayers is a result of the ability of Vitamin 

C to regenerate a-tocopherol from the a-tocopherol radical by interaction with ascorbaie at the 

phospholipid / water interfixe. 
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The efficiency of Vitamin C in protecting the crystals and crystal protein products from 

photo-inactivation suggests that a freeradicai reaction may be responsible for the UV-induced 

photo-inactivation. The reporteci formation and detection of fke radicals in nucleic acids upon 

irradiation with UV light (Smith and Alpin, 1966; lellinek and Johns, 1970; Smith, K.C. 

1970; Varghese, A.J., 1973a; Varghese, A.J., 1973b), as weli as the demonstrateci covalent 

attachrnent of a number of proteins to polynucleotides by UV irradiation (Galcheva-Gargova, 

2. and Dessev. G.N, 1987; Angelov, D. et ai., 1988; Buckle et al., 1991 ; Jensen et al., 1 9931, 

provide precedent for the conclusions o r  the current investigation, that the presence of the DNA 

in the crystal protein may be at least partially responsible for the obsewed photo-inactivation of 

the Bt crystal protein. 

In an effort to provide m e r  evidençe for a fiee radical mechanism, the crystal protein 

was treated with a fke radical generator. Ammonium p e d a t e  (0.017%) was found to 

produce an inactivation profile (SDS-PAGE) comparable to the UV-indu& inactivation 

observed by irradiation at 302 nm. Vitamin C was also found to protect the crysta! protein fiom 

apparent poiymerization, which paralleled the fïndings of UV-inactivation. These resdts 

suggest a similar mechanism, a fiee radical mechanism, for the observed photo-inactivation. 

inactivation studies were conducted on CAM-protoxin in order to determine the 

involvement of the sulphydryl residues of the crystal protein in photo-inactivation due to their 

reporteci reactivity and formation of pyrimidine-cysteine photoproducts (Smith, K.C., 1 970; 

Varghese, A.J., 1973 a and b). The photo-inactivation of CAM-protoxin shows the sarne 

SDS-PAGE profile observe. for the Bt crystals. These results suggest that cysteine residues are 
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not directly involveci in the formation of cysteine-DNA covalent linkages in the Bt DNA-çrystal 

protein cornplex. 

Evidence was also obtained for the participation of metal-cataiyzed oxidation of Bt 

crystals. Photo-inactivation was partiaily reduced wtien EDTA (0.1 M) was incorporated into Bt 

crystal slurries (data not show). This resuit suggests that oxidative damage by Fenton-type 

reactions may also play a role in the photo-inactivation of Bt crystais, however the degree of 

protection was not as ngnificant based on the decrease of aystal protein by SDS-PAGE. 

Metal-catalyzed oxidative (MCO) damage has been suggested to be responsible for the 

oxidative damage of proteins and lipoproteins, nucleic acids and lipids by the formation of 

reactive oxygen species (Stadtman, E.R., Oliver, C.N., 1991). While the photoexcitation of 

arnino acids is -ter in the UV-C region (200-290 nm), the photolysis of tryptophan has been 

shown to occur in the UV-B, with formation of N-formylkynurenine (NFK), and 

photosensitized oxidation of tryptophan has also been s h o w  in the UV-A and visible regions of 

the electrom~etic spectrum. Near-UV excitation of NFK has been suggested b generate 

superoxide and hydroxyl radicals via several reaction pathways (Grossweiner, L.I.. 1984). 
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4.5 Conclusion 

Evidence obtained in the current studies suggest îhat the photo-inactivation of the 

Bacillus thuringzemis products occurs through a fke radical process, which may be inhibited in 

the presence of water-soluble antioxidants. Under the c m n t  experimental conditions, Vitamin 

C was found to be the most effective antioxidant exaTnined, and efficientiy inhibited the loss of 

toxicity over an extended tirne for irradiations conducted at 302 nm. It is proposed that the 

efficiency of Vitamin C in this system is due to its high permeability within the crystais and its 

ability to quickly reduce the radids which are generated as a result of W irradiation, thereby 

inhi biting radical propagation 

Previous attem pts by other researchers in preventing the p hoto-inac tivation of Bt 

formulations have been relatively unsuccessîùi, with littie Mprovement in the field persistence 

of the formulations. The incorporation of antioxidant and sunscreens in previous trials were 

reported to be unsuccessfiil. These studies include the incorporation of UvinuI DS49 and Erio 

Acid Red (Moms, O.N., 1983), Congo Red, folk acid and p-aminobenzoic acid (PABA) 

(Dunkie, RL.  and Shasha, B.S., 1989) and melanin (Liu,Y.T. et al., 1993; Patel, KR. et al., 

1996) as potential protectants. Several dyes and UV absorbing compounds are known to act as 

photosensitizers and have been mggesteci to cause the photoilxidation of proteins and DNA 

(Grossweiner, L.I., 1984). Aithough the notion of incorponthg UV-absorbing materials into 

Bt preparations appears logical, previous atternpts to photostabilize the preparattions with these 

compounds may have actually induced damage instead of offering protection. 
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The specific nature of the covalent bonds formed in these reactions remains 

undetennined. As will be discussed in Chapter 5, there exist a large nurnber of possible LW- 

induced photoproducts that can be formed between nucleic acid-protein complexes by 

irradiation with UV light. The elucidation of the nature of the radicals formed and the products 

obtained fiam these reactions might provide M e r  insight into the nature of the photo-induced 

damage and the efficacy of Vitamin C as a superior antioxidant in the Bacillus ihwhgiensis 

system. 
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Chapter 5 

Attempts at the Isolation and Characterization of the UV-Induced 

Crosslinking Products from Bacillus thuringiensis Crystals 
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The mechanism of UV-induced d o n s  between DNA and proteins has been an active 

field of investigation sine the late 1960s. These reactions have been studied extensively through 

mode1 systems, using nitmgmous bases or short oligomers and amino acids or peptides, and many 

p ho tochemicai products have been characterized. The photochernid products have been 

informative with respect to the possible UV-induced reactions occrmllig in biolog'cally important 

nucleic acid-protein complexes and have allowed investigators to propose reactions mechanimis 

based on the observeci producîs. 

As mentioned in the previous chapte- the pyrimidines have been shown to be more 

photochemically reactive than purines. Thymine in DNA and uracil in RNA, have been shown to 

form a variety of photopducts with different amino acids. with the proposed formation of fke 

radicals. The first evidence for the formation of W-induced reactions behiveen proteins and DNA 

was obtained from irradiation experiments perfonned on E. coli (Smith, K.C., 1962). The Ioss of 

DNA fiom irradiated cetls was show to follow a dosedependent decrease, with the formation of 

DNA-protein precipitates, which could liberate fk DNA upon treatment with trypsin. Evidence 

for the potential photochernical products between proteins and DNA was obtained fiom the 

isolation of 5 -S-c ysteine-6-hydrouracil h m  irradiation of a solution containhg uracil and cysteine 

at 254 rn (Smith, KC. et al., 1966). in similar experiments, a mixed photoproduct was isolated 

fiom the irradiation of thymine and cysteine for 1 hour at 254 nm (Smith, K.C., 1970). The isolated 

product was shown to be 5-S-cysteine-6-hydrothymidine. The mechanism of this reaction was 

proposed as the addition of a thiyl radical to the 5-position of a thymyt radical. 
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In other irradiation shdies of thymine and cysteine, Varghese (1973a) demonstratd the 

formation of a-Scystehyl-5,o-dihydfothymine as one of the major photoaddition products. m s  

product differed h m  the product described by Smith; the difference king amibuted to diGierences 

in experimental conditions. in yet another publication, Varghese described the formation of six 

di fferent thyminy 1-cy steine photoproducts resulting h m  irradiation at wavelengths greater than 

230 nm (Varghese, A.J. 1973b). 

The photochemical reactions of uracil and thymine were dso observeci h m  irradiations 

carriecl out at 254 nm in the presence of cysteine, lysine, arginine, cystine and tyrosine, the most 

reactive of the naturally occurring arnino acids in reactions with thymine and uracil (Schott, H.N. 

and Shetlar, M.D., 1974). In one set of experiments, various amino acids were mixed with I4c- 

uracil or ''~-th~mine and inadiated. Although the reaction products were not characterized, the 

retention of radioactivity by the amino acids pmvided evidence for the formation of photoproducts. 

With thymine, the amino acids displaying reactivity under the experimental conditions were found 

to be tyrosine, tryptophan, cystine. cystein. methionine, arginine and lysine to v-g d e p s .  

However with uracil, the amino acids histidine, proline, serine and phenylalanine were also shown 

to form photoproducts showing that uracü was more reactive than thymine at least for the 

conditions employed (Schott, H.N. et al., 1974). This was the beginning of a very intensive pend 

of research into the rnechanisms of UV-induced reactions between the nitrogenous bases of nucleic 

acids and arnino acids. The brief intduction presented above represents only a small sample of a 

vast body of literature tegarding UV-induced reaction products between DNA components 

(nitrogenous bases or oligonucleotides) with amino acids. Since then, photochemical products have 

been isolated and c haracterized for the pho toaddition reaction of N-acety 1-tyrosine with thymine 
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and thymidine (Shaw, A.A., et al., 1992) and L-lysine and N-acetyl-L-lysine with cytosine and 5- 

methylcytosine (Dorwin, E.L., et al., 1988). 

Attempts to charaçterize similar products h m  naturally o c c ~ g  nucleic acid-protein 

complexes have been unsuccessful (Lin, S.-Y. and Riggs, A.D., 1974; Paradiso P.R et al., 1979; 

Harrison, C.A., 1982; Hockensmith, J.W. et al., 1985; Jensen, O.N. et al., 1993). Paradiso et al. 

(1 979) reported the isolation of a photochemicai product b r n  the UV inadiation of the gene 5 

protein and fd DNA fiom ulld type fd bacteriophage with 254 nm iight using a gemicidal lamp as 

the UV source. The gene 5 protein and fd DNA were radiolabeiled in order to inçrease the 

sensitivity of detection of üV-induced products. Following irradiation. the products were purifïed 

by colurnn chromatography and high voltage paper electrophoresis. The electrophoretic bands were 

subjected to amino acid analysis, which reveaied the presence of a peptide consisting of amino acid 

residues 29-34 of the gene 5 protein. After extensive treatment with proteases. cysteic acid 

(cysteine 33) was the oniy amino acid found to be covalently linked to the fd DNA. The nucleic 

acid base involved in the product was suggested to be thymine based on preliminary experirnents 

which showed that the gene 5 protein was 5 times more reactive with p(dT) oligomers compared to 

the other DNA bases. The molecular details of the site of covalent attachent between the base 

and cysteine 33 were not elucidated. 

5.1.2 Rationaie for the Current lnvestieations 

The research described in this chapter was conducted in an attempt to isolate and 

characterize the products resulting fiom UV-induced reactions between the DNA and protein 
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com ponents present in the crystals of Bacillus rhwingiensis subspecies kurstrki HD-73. Isolation 

of the reaction products wouid provide evidence for the site@) of interaction between the protein 

and DNA cornponents in the crystals. which is presently unkaown. Also, i s o i a ~ g  the product(s) 

would provide in vivo evidence for the reactions proposeci in the literatwe and the elucidation or 

proposal of the reaction mechanism. As illustrated in the introduction, many of the reactions 

between DNA (or nitrogenous bases) and proteins (or amino acids) have been conducted at 

wavelengths which are not representative of conditions experienced at the earth's surface (Barker, 

R.E. Jr., 1968). in the research presented in this chapter, the conditions employai were lirnited to 

W waveiengths that are an integrai part of the solar spectnun in order to relate the results to field 

conditions. Therefore, in the current studies, irradiation experiments were perfomied at 302 or 365 

nm exclusively. The inspiration for the technique devised for the isolation of the photoproducts 

f?om irradiation of the crystals fiom Bt was based on the photoproduçts that were reported by Smith 

and and Varghese. 

5.13 Introduction to 2-Dimensionai Hieh Voltage Paper Eiectrophoresis 

2D-HPVE exploits the change in electrophoretic mobility of peptides in an electric field 

based on their ionization state. The ionization state of the residues can be manipdated by the pH 

of the solvents at which the electrophoresis is conducted, or by modi@ing the peptides a k  

electrophoresis in the first dimension (refer to Figure 5.1). For example, the electrophoretic 

rnobility of carboxylic acid-containing peptides may be manipdated by electrophoresis in the 

first dimension at pH 2.1, and the second dimension at pH 4.4 (Duggleby and Kaplan, 1975). 
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Under these conditions, the rnobility of peptides containing fiee carboxylic acids is reduced in 

the second dimension (as a result of deprotonation) due to a net increase in anionic character of 

the peptides. and the peptides would lie off the diagonal line (offdiagonal peptides). Peptides, 

which do not contain fke carboxylic acid fünctionalities in the side c h a h  or at the carboxyl 

terminus. wodd be unafkted by this change in conditions and lie on the diagonal line (on- 

diagonal peptides). The diagonal iine can be delineated by appropriate markers, also unaffected 

by the change in conditions; for example taurine (T), which remains neutml in both dimensions 

and choline (C), which possesses a net charge o f  + t in both dimensions. Conditions can be 

developed, or the modification of the peptides can be achieved in such a way, for the selective 

isolation of the desired peptides. The induced change in electrophoretic mobility can be achieved 

in many different ways; two such methods have been employed in the work described in the next 

two chapters. 
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Figure 5.1 
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5.1.4 Stmtenv for tbe Isoiation of DNA-Protein Crosslinked Products 

Based on the stnictwes of the reported photoproducts (Figure 5.2) formed as a resdt of W 

irradiation a twodirnensional method was devised that could be used for the isolation of 

phosphorylated peptides. The addition products between cysteine, lysine and tyrosine in the ctystal 

protein, with thymidine of the DNA a s s o c i d  with the c r y d  appeared to be the most likely 

candidates (Smith, K.C.. 1970; Varghese, A.J. 1973a and b; Dorwin, E.L., et ai., 1988; Shaw. A.A., 

et ai.. 1992). 

Initial treatment of the crosslinked material with proteases and RQ1 DNase @Nase 1), 

would be expected to generate peptidyl-oligomers h m  the crosslinked complex. RQ1 DNase 

treatment yields 3'-hydroxyl oligonucleotides, l e M g  a phosphate group at the 5' ends of the 

oligonucleotides (Moore. S., 1981). The mixture is subjected to electrophoresis in the frrst 

dimension. The strip is dried and treated with alkaline phosphatase. to remove the 5'-phosphate 

group, making the peptides more ''basic" overall (expected change in charge is +2). The treated 

stri p is then re-subjected to electrophoresis in the second dimension, and the dephosphocy fated 

peptides are located above the diagonal as represented in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.2 Chernical Structures of Expected UV-Induced Proâucts (thymidinecysteinc, 
thymidine-lysine and thymidine-tyrosine photoproducts) between DNA and 
amino acids and of treatment with alkaline digalion 
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Figure 5.3 

Strategy for the Isolation of Phospborylated Peptides 

I ) Alkaiine Phosphatase 1 
- 

2) 2nd Dimension 

O 
1st Dimension - 

W inadiated crystals are treated extensively with proteases and nucleases to yield peptides 

and oligomers. The digested matenal is subjected to HPVE in the fht dimension and treated with 

alkaline phosphatase. Removd of the phosphate groups fiom the oligomers covalently attached to 

peptides should allow for significaot changes in elatmphoretic mobility. 
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5.2 Experimentat Pmxâures 

5.2.1 Materials 

Crvstals and Crvstaî Protein Proàucts 

Crystals were obtained as described in previous chapters. Radioactive labelling of the 

crystals with "~a-ATP and 3~-(6-thymidine) were accomplished by growing Baciffus 

fhuringiensis cuitures (1 L) in the presence of 1 mCi of either 3 2 ~ a - ~ ~ ~  or 3~-(6-hymidine). The 

cultures were harvested and the crystals punfied using density gradient centnfùgation with 

Renografm as previousl y described. 

Chernicals and Enzymes 

Ninhydrin was obtained h m  Pierce. Trypsin and DNase 1 were obtained as lyophilized 

powders fiom Sigma RQI and Proteinase K were purchased fiom Promega Calf intestinal 

alkaline phosphatase was obtained fiom Sigma 

Al1 other chernicals used to prepare buffen for enzymatic digestion and solvents used for High 

Voltage Papa Electrophoresis (HPVE) were obtained h m  commercial sources as the highest 

purity grades available. 

Radioisotopes "~a-ATP ( 1  mCi) and 3~-(6-thymidhe) (ImCi) were obtained through 

Amers harn Radioc hemicals. 
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5.2.2 Method 

Irradiation 

AI1 irradiations wre performed using a germicidal lamp equipped with a 15-watt BL tube 

CX-5OB lamp providing light of 302 nm (2,100 p ~ l c r n ~ )  or 365 nrn (2200 p ~ l c r n ~ )  for the 

indicated tirne iniewals. Sample aliquots were stored. if necessary. by feezing with liquid nitrogen 

and subsequent storage at -20°C. 

Enzvmatic Hvdrolvsis of Irradiated Products 

Several strategies were adopted in order to prepare the samples for analysis and isolation of 

photoinduced reaction products. Samples were digested with various combinations of proteases 

(pepsin / themolysin 1 trypsin / Proteinase K) and RQI DNase to reduce the samples to peptides 

and oligomers / nucleotides for HPVE. 

Analvsis and Recovem of Irradiation Products bv 2-0 HVPE 

The first method adopted to isolate the cross-linked products was the diagonal 

electrop horesis met hod described earl ier (vide supra). The irradiated samples werc resuspended / 

solubilized in 5% formic acid and digested with pepsin for 24 hours. Distilled water was added to 

the digest. which was shelled and lyophilized. The residue was then resolubilized in ammonium 

bicarbonate (1%) and the pH adjusted to 9. Trypsin (1 % w/v) was added and the sarnple incubated 
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at 37°C for another 24 hours. Finally the digested samples were digested with RQ 1 DNase for 24 

hours at 37OC in DNase buffer containing 6 rnM MgClz and 0.1 mM CaClt. 

The digested samples were then run on 3 MM Whatrnan papa at pH 6.5 for 30 minutes at a 

potential difference of 60 V/cm in the first dimension and allowed to dry. Strips (5-8 cm) were cut 

from the first dimension electrophoresis and buffered toward the centre of the strip using pH 6.5 

buffer and allowed to W. The strip was then treated with a dilute solution of ammonia (1 % : pH 

9.8) containing 10 units of alkaline phosphatase and 10 mM final concentrations of MgCl, and 

CaCfz. The strip was then incubated for 4 hours at 37°C in a dilute ammonia (1%) atrnosphere. 

The strip was then removed, dried, stitched ont0 a fiesh sheet of 3MM Whatrnann paper rotated 90° 

relative to the original electrophoresis and re-electrophoresed for 30 minutes at pH 6.5. The paper 

was then stained with ninhydrin for peptide detection of offdiagonal peptides. 

Partial Acid Hvdroivsis 

Partial acid hydrolysis was perfonned as previously described (Light, A., 1967). irradiated 

crystals (0, 2 and 4 hours) were titrated to pH 2 and dried under reduced pressure in the presence of 

P20s.  The dried crystals were resuspended in O- 1 N HC1, flame sealed under vacuum and incubated 

at 1 10°C for 48 hours. Vacuum was released and the sampIes dried under reduced pressure. 

Samples were resuspended in 500 p1 pH 2.1 buffer. Aliquots (50 pl) were subjected to HVPE for 

30 minutes at a voltage gradient of 60 V/cm. Similarty, aliquots (50 pi) were subjected to 

electrophoresis at a potential gradient of 40 Vkm at pH 6.5. 
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Radioactive label1 ing of the crystals with 3 2 ~ a - ~ ~ ~  and ' H-(6-thymidine) was 

accomplished by adding 1 mCi of either 3 2 ~ a - ~ ~ ~  or 3~-(6-thymidine) to Bt cultures (1 L) in the 

log phase and during sporulation. The cultures were harvested and the cqstals purified using 

densisr gradient centrifugation with Renografin as previously described. 

53 Results 

Two-Dimensional Hieh Voltage P a ~ r  Electropboresis 

Isolation of the UV-induced DNA-protein crosslinked products was attempted by several 

methods. The first method attempted was the diagonal electrophoresis procedure that was devised 

specifically for this purpose. The method relies on the differential migration of peptides in an 

electric field as a result of enzymatic modification of the peptides previously electrophoresed in the 

first dimension. Ln the current example. the peptides were expected to form covalent linkages with 

nucleotides arising from the DNA associated with the crystals. The method was applied to non- 

irradiated crystals and cqstais irradiated for different lengths of time (up to 24 hows). The 

imdiated crystals were subsequently treated with various combinations of proteolytic enzymes 

followed by nuclease treatment with RQI DNase and subjected to electrophoresis in the first 

dimension. Treatrnent with RQ1 DNase was expected to hydrolyze the DNA to nucleotides 

possessing a 3' - hydroxyl group and a ike phosphate at the 5' position of the deoxyribose ring. 

The choice for modification of the peptide containing the covalently Iinked oligonucleotide was the 
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enqmatic removal of the phosphate goup using alkaline phosphatase. This modification was 

expected to increase the basicity of these peptides such that, afler electrophoresis in the second 

dimension. the peptides would be located above the diagonal line fomed by peptides which were 

unaffected by treatment with alkaline phosphatase treatrnent. 

In order to ven@ the feasibility of this method, the experimental conditions were first 

attempted on model compounds; phosphorylated arnino acids and model phosphorylated proteins, 

p-casein and phosvitin. Simples of phosphotyrosine, phosphoserine and phosphothfeonine were 

subj ected to the experimental protocol excluding the digestion procedures with proteases. The 

phospho-amino acids were subjected to HVPE at pH 6.5 in the £ïrst dimension and re- 

electrophoresed at the same pH afler cutting, digestion with alkaline phosphatase and stitching as 

described above. These compounds were found to produce offkiiagonai spots as predicted and 

could easily be recovered from the electrophoresis paper for fiuther anaiysis. Similady, off- 

diagonal peptides were obtained when B-casein and phosvitin were subjected to the experimental 

conditions. The remarkable efficacy of the experimental method on mode1 compounds 

(phosphorylated amino acids as well as p-casein and phosvitin; refer to Figure 5.4) was very 

encouraging. 
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: + First Dimension (pH 6.5) - 
Figure 5.4 Two-DimeosionaI Electrophoresis of Pepsin-Digested Casein 

Treated with Alkaline Phosphatase 

Off-diagonal peptides could be isolated from the electrophoretogram. 
The electrophoretic behaviour (slower in the second dimension) was as 
Predicted based on the removal of phosphate groups. 



Atîernpts at isolation of putative photoproducts from inadiated Bt crystals by diagonal 

elec trop horesis (2D-HPVE) were disappointing in that on1 y minor amounts of O ff-diagonal. 

ninhydrin-positive matenal was ever observed afler electrophoresis in the second dimension. 

V@ng the duration of irradiation and the digestion conditions (treatment with different 

combinations of proteolytic enzymes) did not impmve the results. in al1 cases, the digests remained 

mainly insoluble. These observations were confirmed by the fact that the soluble portion of the 

emymatic digests contained relatively little ninhydrin positive materiai on the electmphoretogram, 

with most of the rnatenal rernaining embedded in the paper at the origin of application. Streaking 

material originating from the origin of application, which stained positive with ninhyârin, was not 

considered as potentially useful due to variations in the electrophoretic profile. The lack of success 

is currently atûibuted to 1) a lack of sensitivity of the method and 2) the inability to adequately 

degrade the crosslinked material despite considerable enzymatic treatment. This second point is 

consistent with the results of Chapter 2 and 3. which confirm the non-digestibility of the UV 

irradiated crystals after even relatively short periods of irradiation. However. the lack of success 

may also be the result of other factors as discussed below. 

Evidence obtained fiom the degradation pattern obtained when the DNA associated with the 

crystais is treated with restriction enzymes, as well as the partial sequences obtained for cloned 

fragments of the DNA, suggest that the DNA is heterogeneous (Dr. Hans Shemthaner; unpublished 

results). Furthemore, chernical analysis of the DNNprotein ratio for the DNA-crystal protein 

complexes suggests that only a very small portion of the protein is interacting with the DNA 

(Clairmont et ai., 1998). With this in mind, it is quite possible that UV irradiation produces a wide 

distribution of products and in quantities well below the levels of detection obtainabfe by ninhydrin 
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staining. In theory, only a very mail  amount of crosslinking between the protein and DNA 

components would be required to cause the large apparent increase in molecular mass of the W- 

irradiated matend observed in the experiments described in earlier chapters. These results led to 

attempts by other methods of anaiysis which are presented below. 

A second sûategy was to subject the crosslinked crystais to partial acid hydrolysis. 

Conditions employed for partial acid hydrol ysis have been reported to produce selective cleavage of 

polypeptides at aspartic acid residues (Light A.. 1967). The results obtained for the hydrolysis of 

non-inadiated crystals and irradiaied crystais (2 and 4 heurs)' produced similar peptide patterns 

upon ninhycirin staining and phosphate staining of chromatograms subjected to HVPE in one 

dimension at pH 2.1 and pH 6.5. The apparent lack of success by this method led to yet another 

strategy aimed to increase the sensitivity of the diagonal procedure. 

In an attempt to increase the sensitivity of detection by diagonal electrophoresis. Bt crystals 

were grown in the presence of 3 2 ~ - a - ~ ~ ~  and '~-(6-thynidine). Analysis of irradiated crystals by 

HVPE obtained from cultures gowm in the presence of 3 ' ~ - a - ~ T P  showed very low levels of 

incorporation of the label. The low levels of radioactivity in the electrophoretograms were a d b e d  

to low levels of incorporation of the label into the crystals and losses due to the length of the 

procedure, requiring approximately two weeks fiom growth of the crystals to analysis by HVPE. 

Monitoring of the distribution of the radiolabel during the purification procedure of the crystals 

indicated that most of the incorporated radiolabel appeared to be located in the spores that are 

produced dong with the crystals during sporuiation. Unfortunately, application of the diagonal 

procedure on the radiolaklled crystais was d l 1  unsuccessfiil in detecting the crosslinked products 
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and again showed a large quantity of  material at the origin despite extensive treatrnent with 

pro teases and nucieases. 

In a final attempt. Bt crystals were obtained fiom cultures p w n  in a medium containing 1 

mCi 'H-(6-H-thymidine) since thymine has been s h o w  to be the most photo-reactive of the 

nitrogenous bases in DNA. Liquid scintillation counting of aliquots of the g r o h  medium. the 

layers obtained by Reno- purification, as well as fiom each step of the harvesting and 

purification procedure gave the following isotope distribution: 89% unincorporateci, 0.3 % in the 

-'top-scum" layer (cellular debris, partially synthesized protein and DNA). 8.1 % in the spores and 

onIy 0.4 % incorporation in the crystals. The low levels of incorporation suggested that M e r  

investigations in this area would not be successfuI. 

5.4 Discussion 

Nucleic acid (RNA and DNA)-protein interactions are responsible for directing many of 

the essential processes in cells. Replication of genetic materid requires numerous interactions 

between the genetic material (DNA or RNA) with several enzymes (polymerases. gyrases, 

helicases. integrases). Protein synthesis is directed by DNA-protein interactions to synthesize 

mRNA (transcription) and ultimately RNA-protein interactions (translation) to complete the 

process. To fùlly describe how these processes occur, it is necessary to understand and 

characterize the interactions between nucleic acids and proteins at the molecular level. 

The interactions between nucleic acids and proteins have be categorized in terms of their 

fùnctional and structural roles and by the degree of specificity observed in the complexes that are 
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formed (Neidle. S., 1994). Regulatory proteins, such as those responsible for the process of 

transcription. tend to form complexes with duplex DNA and generally exhibit a high degree of 

specificity. DNA cleavage proteins such as nucleases (eg: DNase 1) generally display low 

specificity while restriction enzymes (eg: EcoRi) are tend to be highly specific for particular 

DNA sequences. Processing proteins such as DNA and RNA polymerases. structural proteins 

(eg: histones) and repair proteins must also form intimate contacts with nucleic acids in order to 

fùltïll their roles. 

Evidence for the covalent atrachrnent of protein and nucleic acids subjected to W 

irradiation is well docurnented and has been used as an important analytical tool in the elucidation 

of the sites and mode of interaction in DNA-protein complexes ((Lin, S.-Y. and Riggs, A.D., 1974; 

Paradiso PR. et al.. 1979; Harrison, C.A., 1982; Hockensrnith, J. W. et al.. 1986; Jensen. O.N. et al.. 

1993). Most ofien. ultraviolet crosslinking of proteins and nucleic acids is accomplished by 

irradiation at short wavelengths @54 nm), using conventional germicidal UV lamps. and more 

recently using lasers which can deliver pulses of high energy monochromatic radiation in the 

nanosecond or picosecond range (Harrison, C.A.. 1982; Budowslq, E.I.. et al.. 1986; Angelov. D.. 

et al.? 1988; Buckie, M., et al., 199 1; Pashev, I.G., et al., 1991 ; Jensen, O.N. et al., 1993; Harrison. 

C.A.. 1982). Even so, the yield of covalently Iinked DNA-protein complexes is generally low ( ~ 2 0  

"/O). 

UV-induced crosslinking of the protein and DNA components represent only one possible 

explanation for the observed photoinstability of Bacillus thuringiensis products. Several other 

probable explanations (vide idta) can be invoked to account for the observed photoinactivation of 

Bacillzu rhzrringiensis products. 
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Initial formation of the radicals may result fiom the absorption of radiant energy, as outlined 

above. but may aiso be the resuit of secondary reactions that are initiated by other chernical species 

such as metal ions. Fenton cherni*, production of radicals through ~ e "  and ~ e ~ +  catalyzed 

decomposition of hydrogen peroxide which yield the hydroxyl radical (OH) and superoxide anion 

( 0 2 ' )  respectively, has been shown to be a major source of fke radicals in biological systems and a 

nurnber of possible mechanisms have been proposed (Stadtman. E.R and Oliver, C.N.. 199 1 ). 

Photolysis and phot~xidation studies of amino acids have show that a number of 

transformations can occur and depend on the source of radiation, solvent conditions as weli as the 

Ien-6 of exposure. One such study invoived the irradiation of aqueous solutions of cystine with 

various light sources (Forbes W.F. and Savige, W.E., 1962). The results of this study showed that 

at least nineteen different products were possible of which ten were charactenzed. 

Likewise. independent midies regarding the photoproducts of DNA and products denved by 

other free radical reactions have been conducted. Fisher and Johns (Fisher G.J. and Johns, H.E., 

1970) studied the ultraviolet photochemistry of thymine, orotic acid. uracil and thymidine in 

aqueous solutions. The net result of these studies was the identification of a nurnkr of 

photodimers resulting fiom irradiations at 265 nrn at 24OC. At least fourteen different products 

were observed. With this in mind. the possibility of charactensing the products obtained from the 

Bacillus thuringiensis system appeared to be a formidable task. 

The diagonal electrophoresis method devised for the isolation of the crosslinked products 

was unsuccessfùl. The lack of success is attributed to the lack of sensitivity of detection, the non- 

digestibility of the crystals and potentially to a low yield and unfavourable distribution of products. 
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Just the sarne. the method was shown to be extremely successful in the identification of 

phosphorylated peptides and is a new procedure that may be potentially usehl it in own nght. 

5.5 Conclusion 

The identification of the sites of interaction and crosslinking between the DNA and protein 

components will require fùrther investigation. One possible explanation. for the limited success in 

the identification of DNA-protein crosslinked products in the current studies. may be the 

composition of the DNA associated with the Bt crystais. A reduced nurnber of specific DNA- 

protein contacts, as a result of the heterogeneity of the DNA, couid have limited the yield of any 

specific product. However one of the greatest difficulties is the lack of digestibility of irradiated 

crystais towards proteases and nucleases. 

Despite the lack of success by the approaches taken in the current studies. other potential 

strategies for the identification of the sites of DNA-protein interactions in the Bt crystals can be 

proposed. Perhaps the best route to identi& the sites of interaction wouid involve chemical 

labelhg of the toxin in the presence and absence of the DNA. The DNA-toxin cornplex couid be 

reacted with "c-M~I by nonaqueous chernicai modification (TaraIp and Kapl- 1997), and 

compared to the same chemicai modification of the DNA-fke toxin: analogous to chemical / 

enzymatic "footp~ting". Cornparison of the results with the labelling of DNA-fiee should 

provide information with respect to the sites protected fiom modification; the sites of interaction 

with the DNA. 
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As a second possibility, the crystals could be grown in the presence of a radiolabelled amino 

14 acid. rather than a DNA constituent. which may be more feasible overall. C-aginine or lysine. for 

example. might be selected based on the high occurrence of these amino acids in many DNA 

binding proteins (Freemont, P.S., et al., 1991). The use of radioisotopes is however fairly 

expensive. and based on the Iimited incorporation of the radioisotopes into the DNA associated 

with the crystals. other alternatives rnay be more feasible untii M e r  evidence is obtained with 

respect to the regions of the toxin which are involved in the DNA-protein interactions. 
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Chapter 6 

Determination of the C-terminal Sequence(s) of Proteins: 

Application to the C-terminal Sequence of BuciIlus 

thuringiensis Crystal Protein 
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6.1.1 Introduction 

The complete characterization of proteins requires the detemination of the 

primary. secondary? tertiary and quatemary (if existing) structures. Knowledge of the 

primary structure is the most basic requirement as it determines the remaining levels of 

organization of the polypeptide. The development of N-terminal sequencing by Edman. 

was a major development in sequencing strategies and provided an eflicient method for 

determining the arnino acid sequence of peptides (Edman. P. and Begg. G., 1967). Before 

the development of DNA sequencers. the primary structures of proteins were deterrnined 

by e n v a t i c  degradation or chernical cleavage of the polypeptide chain, with subsequent 

alignment of peptides sequences. However. this approach was labor intensive and 

unambiguous assignent  was rendered dificult at times due to missing sequences 

(Creighton. T.E.! 1993~). The current methodology for N-terminal sequence 

determination is quite successful and sequences in the range of 40 - 70 amino acids can 

now be determined on automated sequenators (Ward. C. W., 1986). The major problem 

assoc iated with N-terminal sequencing is the occurrence of natural N-terminal blocking 

groups such as formyl (f-Met), acetyl and pyroglutamyl groups (Ward. C. W.. 1986). In 

such cases. the Edman N-terminal sequencing methodologies cannot be easily used 

without further modification of the protein. 

Currently, the primary structures of proteins are deduced fiom the gene nucleotide 

sequences encoding the proteins (Creighton. T.E.. 1 993a). This approach allows for the 

determination of the primary structure of any protein regardless of any posttranslational 

modifications. Howeve- the determination of the primary stnicture of a protein fiom the 
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gene nucleotide sequence still requires that the amino acid sequence of small portions of 

the polypeptide be determined by conventional sequencing techniques in order to 

synthesize DNA probes for isolation of  the gene. The gene can be located by means of 

hybridization of a cDNA probe synthesized on the b a i s  of the partial protein sequence 

(C reighton. T. E.. 1 993 b). The main difficul ty with primary structure detemination 

through gene sequence analysis is the inability to predict the final primary structure of the 

mature polypeptide. This problem arises as a result pst-translational modifications of 

the primary gene product. Proteolytic processing of the precursor polypeptide (primary 

gene product). to yield the mature fonn of  the protein, produces modifications which are 

not evident in the sequence determined by DNA sequencing methods. Ultimately, N- 

terminal and C-terminal sequencing strategies must be performed to obtain the sequence 

of a mature polypeptide. and therefore. these methods remain crucial to the analysis of 

proteins. With the growing availability of  proteins obtained by recombinant DNA 

technology (Jackson. D.. et al., 1972: Cohen. S.. et al.. 1973) and PCR (Mullis K.. et-al., 

1986). the use of rapid and reliable C-terminal sequencing strategies has become 

increasingly important. 

Unfortunately, no reliable methodology for the detemination of the C-terminal 

arnino acid sequence of proteins has been developed that approaches the generality, 

sensitivity and reliability o f  the Edman degradation procedure. The currently available 

methods have limitations and none are of  general applicability (Lundblad. R.L. and 

Noyes. C.M., 1995). A number of methods have been devised for the determination of  

the C-terminal sequences o r  the identification of C-terminal amino acids in a variety of 

proteins, however the success of individual methods is generally highly sequence 
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dependant due to limitations arising £iom side reactions, low yields or lack of sensitivity. 

These strategies are usually based on selective modification of the C-terminal carboxyl 

moup of proteins, coupled with an isolation procedure (IEC. RF-HPLC. CE. HVPE) 
C 

which exploits the particular modification (Ward. C.W.. 1986). One of the more 

successfül chernical modification techniques involves carbodiimide coupling of the C- 

terminal carboxyl group (Duggleby and Kaplan. 1975). These authors isolated C-terminal 

peptides from the a- and P-chains of human hemoglobin by amidation of the activated 

carboxyl groups with ethanolamine followed by enzymatic digestion with thennolysin. 

The digest was subjected to two-dimensionai (diagonal) electrophoresis at pH 2.1 and pH 

4.4 respectively. This isolation procedure exploits the fact that the eIectrophoretic 

mobility of the chemically modified peptides with a blocked C-terminus will not be 

affected and will lie along a diagonal line (Duggleby and Kaplan. 1975). Peptide 

detection was achieved using ninhydrin staining. The o d y  limitation to this method lies 

in the sensitivity of detection. which requires that relatively large amounts of protein (in 

the order of 0.5 - 1 pmole protein) be used due to losses in the isolation procedure. 

A sirnilar approach, modified to increase the sensitivity of the method, was 

successfùl in isolating the C-terminal peptides fiom the Bt toxin generated fiom the 

crystals of Bacillus thuringiensis var kurstaki HD-73 (Bietlot et al., 1989b). The C- 

terminal labelling reaction was conducted using undiluted '4~-methylamine, in order to 

maximize the incorporation, followed by the addition of excess methylamine to complete 

the derivatization procedure. Furthemore, the toxin was suspected to have a C-terminal 

lysine residue as a result of  trypsin activation, so the toxin was I4c-acetylated pt-ior to the 

application of the C-terminal diagonal procedure. The method was successfid in isolating 
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and identifLing a C-terminal peptide containing two amino acid residues, glutamic acid. 

and lysine. the C-terminal end-group (Bietlot, H.P., et al., 1989b). The increased 

sensitivity of this method was achieved by using radiolabelling as a means of detection, 

which eliminates unnecessaiy losses during the isolation procedure; the peptides are 

recovered directly from the electrophoretogram without losses due to staining. which is 

required for detection. 

The current emphasis in researçh and development is the production of automated 

C-terminal sequencing systems analogous to those developed for the Edman procedure 

(Bailey. LM., et al., 1993: Bailey. LM.. et al.. 1994; Bailey. J.M.. et al.. 1995). However. 

the difficulties related to lack of performance with certain amino acid compositions 

remain to be solved. Recently. attempts to improve the C-terminal sequence 

methodology have been made with approaches that rely on the enzymatic (Da1 Degan, F.. 

et al.. 1993 Patterson. D.H.. et al.. 1995; Bonetto, V., et al-, 1997) or chernical 

degradation (Tsugita A.. et al.. 1992; Shenoy. N.R.. et al.. 1993; Takamoto, K.. et al.. 

1995: Thiede. B.. et al.. 1997; Bilan. M., et al.. 1997) of the C-terminus, fotlowed by 

sequencing of the released fragments fiom the N-terminus by Edrnan degradation, or by 

direct determination of the sequence of  the C-terminal fragment or arnino acids by 

tandem mass spectroscopy. The majority of these studies have been performed on 

peptides and proteins with relatively short sequences. and none have k e n  successfûlly 

applied to the determination of unknown C-temini. 
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6.1 -2 Rationale for the Curreat Iavestieation 

The work described in this chapter was undertaken to provide a more sensitive 

and rapid method for the identification of peptides derived from the C-terminal. which is 

easily performed, and of general applicability. The procedure was developed for 

application to the identification of the C-terminus of the protoxin and toxin produced by 

Bacillzrs thuringiensis and the cleavage sites of the protoxin during the activation of the 

protoxin to toxin. Two well-characterized proteins. bovine pancreatic ribonuclease. 

which contains a single C-terminus. and bovine a-chymotrypsin. which contains three 

polypeptide chahs, were used as test proteins. 

6 .  Stratew for the Isolation of C-terminal Pe~tides 

The methodology involves the formation of radiolabelled methyl esters of ait 

carboxyl residues including the C-terminal carboxyl group with ' " ~ - m e t h ~ l  iodide 

foIlowed by enzymatic cleavage of the polypeptide. C-terminal peptide isolation is 

achieved through peptide purification by two-dimensional high voltage paper 

electrophoresis (2D-HPVE) (Duggleby and Kaplan. 1975)- 

The derivitization of the carboxyl groups via a non-aqueous chemicai 

modification procedure (Taralp, A. and Kaplan, H.. 1997) with radiolabelled reagent 

increases the sensitivity of detection of diagonal peptides fiom the electrophoretogram 

obtained afier two-dimensional electrophoresis and autoradiography. The label h g  

procedure. which is accomplished in-vacuo, greatly increases the amount of radiolabel 

which is incorporated into the protein. increasing the ease of detection by 
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autoradiography. The strategy developed for the isolation of C-terminal peptides is 

outlined in Figure 6.1 and the isolation by 2-D HPVE is s h o w  in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.1 

Strategy For Isolation of C-terminal Peptides 
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Figure 6.2 

Two-dimensional HVPE For C-terminal Peptide Isolation 
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6.2 Experimental Procedures 

6.2.1 Materials 

Enzvmes (Proteins1 

Bovine a-chyrnotrypsin (EC 3.4.2 1.1) and pancreatic ribonuclease A (EC 

3.1 27.5) were obtained fiom Sigma and used without further purification. Leu- 

Enkephalin and al1 other peptides were purchased from Sigma. Bacillus thuringiensis 

crystal protein was obtained and purified fiom crystai preparations as described in 

Chapter 1. CAM-protoxin (S-carbaminomethyl derivative) was prepared as previously 

descx-i bed (C homa et al., 1 992)- 

Chemicals and Solvents 

14 C-CH31 (1 mCi) \vas purchased from Amersham Chemicals. The working stock 

was obtained by resuspending the ndiolabelled reagent in anhydrous octane to yield a 

specific radioactivity of 0.5 mCi/ml- The stock solution was stored at -4°C. 
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6.2.2 Method 

1 ni tial Development of the C-terminal Isolation Procedure 

Preparation of Standards 

Standard methyl esters were prepared for analysis by ES-MS in order to veri@ the 

utiIity of  the devised method, to determine the expected fragmentation patterns for 

peptidyl methyl esters. and to develop the analytical conditions to be employed for the 

anaIysis of peptides to be isolated fiom the test (a-chymotrypsin and ribonuclease) and 

unknown (Bt crystal protein) proteins. 

Standards were prepared for Leu-Enkephalin (Tyr-Gly-Gl y-P he-Leu), Phe-Gly- 

Gly. tetra-Gly and tri-Ala. The methyl esters were prepared by dissolving the peptides (1 - 

2 pmoles) in cold anhydrous methanol(1.5 ml) with the addition of concentrated HCI 

( 1  2.5 pl) (Means and Feeney. 1971). The reaction mixture was mixed on a wrist shaker 

at room temperature for 24 hours and the progress of reaction was monitored by HPVE 

(pH 4.4. 30 min. 2 kV) on small aliquots of the reaction mixture. The mixture was dried 

under a Stream of nitrogen and purified by HVPE (same conditions) with a guide strip 

being stained with ninhydrin to locate the peptides. The esterified peptides were eluted 

fiom the paper in a vertical chromatographie elution chamber and the eluates were 

lyophilized overnight. The standards were sent for analysis by ES-MS. 
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Protein Samale Pre~aration 

a-Chymotrypsin and ribonuclease were dissolved in distilled H20 to a 

concentration of 20 rndrnl. The pH of the solution was adjusted to pH 4.4.5 or 5 with 

dilute HCI and the final pH adjustments were monitored using a pH meter equipped with 

a calomel electrode. Equai aiiquots of the proteins were added to individual disposable 

culture tubes and immediately frozen by imrnersing the tubes in liquid nitrogen. The 

frozen samples were lyophilized ovemight and the tubes containing the lyophilized 

proteins were transferred into larger Pyrex screw-top test tubes for subsequent chernical 

modification under non-aqueous conditions. 

Non-aaueous Labelline Reaction 

13 C-Methyl iodide (50 pCi), dissolved in anhydrous octane, was added to each 

tube which were simultaneously immersed in Iiquid nitrogen to freeze out the radioactive 

labelling reagent along the inside of the screw-cap tubes. The tubes were quickly flarne- 

sealed under vacuum and aliowed to react at 80° C in a heating block for 24 hours. The 

tubes were then scored and vacuum released by applying a heated glass rod to the scored 

tubes. To ensure cornplete esteri fication. the procedure was repeated with "c-CHJ 

under identical conditions for another 24 hours. The tubes were then scored and vacuum 

released. 
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Enzvmatic Dieestion of the Labelled Protein 

The '"c-methylated protein samples were transferred to round bottom flasks by 

resuspending the lyophilized protein samples in a total of 10 mls pH 2.1 buffer. Pepsin 

was added to yield a protein:pepsin ratio of 10: 1 with the enzymatic digestion was 

allowed to proceed for 12 hours at room temperature at which time the digestion was 

terminated by lyophilization. 

High Voltage P a ~ e r  Electro~horesis (HPVE) of the Labelled Proteins 

1 '' Dimension 

The lyophilisates were resuspended in 2 mls of pH 2.1 buffer and 100 pl of the 

digestion mixture was applied to 3MM Whatman paper dong with 30 pl of a mixture of 

14 C-choline and I4c-taurine as marken (to delineate the diagonal in the second 

dimension). The samples were subjected to hi& voltage paper electrophoresis (HPVE) in 

the first dimension at pH 2.1 with a voltage gradient of 40 V/cm for 30 minutes. The 

paper wrrs rernoved fiom the electrophoresis chamber and allowed to air dry. 

2"d Dimension 

Paper strips containing the samples subjected to electrophoresis in the first 

dimension were cut and stitched (â: 90" with respect to the origin fiom the first 

dimension) ont0 a fiesh sheet of 3MM Whatrnan paper. The sample was then subjected 
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to HVPE in the second dimension at pH 4.4 at 40 V/cm for 30 minutes. Once again, the 

paper was removed fiom the electrophoresis chamber and allowed to air dry. 

After drying, the papers were marked with radioactive ink and autoradiopphed with 

Fuji x-ïay film for upto 72 hours. The films were developed and used to locate the 

radioactive peptides on the paper by aligning the film with the radioactive ink spots. 

Peptide Recovey 

The radioactive peptides located on the diagonal line delineated by ' h a u r i n e  

(origin) and %choline (extremity) (refer to Figure 6.2) were cut fiom the 

electrophoretogram. Elution was carried out by eluting the cuttings over CMC 

(carboxymethyl cellulose) columns (0.5 cm x 3 cm). rinsing the column with 3 mls of 

dH20. and eluting fiom the column with pH 2.1 buffer. The elution buffer was removed 

by lyophilization. 

Analvsis of the On-Dirieonal Peatides 

The lyophilized on-diagonal peptides were analyzed by ES-MS by Dr. Pierre 

Thibault at the institute of Biological Sciences (IBS) at the National Research Council of 

Canada (Ottawa, Ontario). The analyses were performed on a Perkin-Elmer PE SCIEX 

API 300 Electrospray Mass Spectrometer. 
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Application to the Crvstai Protein from Baci//us thurinpiensk var kumtaki HD 73 

In order to minirnize the incorporation of the radioactive reagent into the crystal 

protein, the crystal protein was chemically modified to the S-carbaminomethyl derivative 

by the method of Choma et al. ( 1992). The derivatized protein was extensively dialyzed 

in distilled water / HCI (pH 4). The precipitated protein was quantified, by dissolving a 

srnall aliquot of the protein at pH 10.5 in bicarbonate/carbonate buffer. using the standard 

Bio-Rad Protein Assay method. The pH of the protein suspension was adjusted to pH 4.5 

for reaction using dilute HCl. Aliquots containing 2 mg of protein were transferred to 

disposable culture tubes and lyophilized overnight. The lyophilized pellets were then 

subjected to the same experimentd procedure described for a-chymotrypsin and 

ri bonuclease. 

6.3 Results 

Standards 

The ES-MS spectnim for Leu-Enkephalin-OMe is shown in Figure 6.3. The 

sequence deduced from the ES-MS spectnim yielded the sequence Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu. 

consistent with the known sequence for this pentapeptide (Table 6.1). The MS-MS 

spectnun for the molecular ion peak (570.4) is shown in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.3 ES-MS Spechum of Leu-Enkephalin-OMe 
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Figure 6.4 MS-MS Spectrum of the Molecular Ion Peak ( d z  570.4) of 

Leu-Enkephaiïn-OMe 
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Table 6.1 Amino acid composition dcàuced from the MS-MS spectmm of the 

molccuiar ion p a k  (570.4) of Leu-Enkephaiin-OMe 

Amino Acid 
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a-Chvmotrv~sin 

The diagonal electrophoretogram for a-chymotrypsin is shown in Figure 6.5. The 

on-diagonal peptides can be observed along the diagonal line delineated by "c-taurine 

and 'k-choline. Five peptides were eluted and sent for ES-MS analysis. 

Ribonuclease 

The diagonal electrophoretogram for ribonuclease is s h o w  in Figure 6.6. Two 

on-diagonal peptides can be observed dong the diagonal line delineated by '4~-taurine 

and "c-choline. Both peptides were recovered and sent for ES-MS analysis. 

CAM-Protoxin 

The diagonal electrophoretogram for CAM-protoxin. prepared from Bacillus 

rhziringiensis var kurstaki HD-73 is shown in Figure 6.7. Several on-diagonal peptides 

can be seen along the diagonal line (delineated by 14c-taurine and '4~-choline). The most 

prominent peptides, R-1 and R-2, were recovered as previously descnbed and sent for 

ES-MS analysis. 
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Figure 6.5 Two Dimeosional (Diagonal) High Voltage Paper Electrophoresis 
Of a-Chymotrypsin 

Pepsin-treated " c - 0 ~ e - a - c  hymotrypsin (1 mg) was subjected to two-dimensional 

electrophoresis (pH 2.1 ; pH 4.4) and autoradiographed for 48 hours. The on-diagonal 

peptides (C-1 through C-4) were recovered, purified on CMC-cellulose and sent for ES- 

MS analysis. 
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Figure 6.6 Two Dimensional (Diagonal) Higb Voltage Paper Electrophoresis 
Of Ribonuclease A 

Pepsin-digested 1 4 ~ - ~ ~ e - ~ i b o n u c l e a s e  A (1 mg) was subjected to hvo-dimensional 

electrophoresis (pH 2.1; pH 4.4) and autoradiographed for 48 hours. The on-diagonal 

peptides (R-1 and R-2) were recovered, purified on CMC-cellulose and sent for ES-MS 

analysis. 
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Figure 6.7 Two Dimensional (Diagonal) High Voltage Paper Electrophoresis 
Of Bt CAM-protoxin (S-carbaminometbylated) 

Pepsin-digested '4~-~~e-(~-carbaminomethylated) Bt protoxin (0.5 mg) was subjected 

to two-dimensional electrophoresis @Fi 2.1 ; pH 4.4) and autoradiographed for 5 days. 

The on-diagonai peptides (C-1 through C-4) were recovered, purified on CMC-cellulose 

and sent for ES-MS analysis. 
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Figure 6.8 ES-MS of the Diagonal Peptide C-4 of a-Chymotiypsio (Figure 6.5) 
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Figure 6.9 MS-MS spectrum (m/z 470) of peptide C-4 of a-Chymottypsii 
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Figure 6.10 MS-MS specmim of the ion peak ( d z  416) of peptide C-4 of 

a-Chymoîrypsin 
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The results o f  the ES-MS and MS-MS spectra o f  the peptide C-4 recovered fiom 

the 2-D electrophoretograrn of  a-chymotrypsin yield the sequence Ser-Gly-Leu. which 

corresponds to C-terminal sequence of chah  1 of  the polypeptide (amino acids 1 1 

through 13). These results clearly demonstrate that the method developed for the 

identification of C-terminal sequences is operational and can be used to elucidate the C- 

terminal sequencefs) of proteins. 

Al though several other peptides were isolated. the results obtained by ES-MS 

analysis did not produce spectra that could be interpreted as a result of unidentifiable 

cleavage patterns. Similady, the results of the ES-MS analysis of the C-terminal peptides 

recovered for ribonuclease A (R-1 and R-2) and the Bt crystal protein (CAM-protoxin (S- 

carbarninomethylated); CAM-1 and CAM-2) could not be used to determine the C- 

terminal sequence o f  the peptides. The dificulty appears to be the result of the C- 

terminal sequences o f  the proteins, which contain acidic side chains and are therefore also 

derivatized to the methyl esters as discussed below. 

Significantly, the intensity of the on-diagonal (C-terminal) peptides is highly 

variable, This is indicative of  multiple sites of  methylation within single peptides. The 

stronger signals for various peptides (R-1 CAM- 1 and CAM-2) observed in the 

autoradiograrns of ribonuclease and CAM-protoxin, and the inability to determine the 

sequences of these peptides, provide evidence for the incorporation of multiple methyl 

groups in the f o m  of  methyl esters (of acidic residues) and potential incorporation at His 

residues (methylation at nitrogen). 

The C-terminal sequence of ribonuclease A (Eom amino acids I 10-1 24; Glu- 

Gly-Asn-Pro-Tyr-Val-Pro-Val-His-Phe-Asp-Aa-Ser-Val; Dayhoff, M.O., 1972) and the 
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accepted C-terminai sequence of the Bt crystal protein deduced fiom the gene nucleotide 

sequence (fiorn arnino acids 1 167- 1 1 76; Asp-Ser-Val-Glu-Leu-Leu-Leu-Met-Glu-Glu) ; 

Adang. M.J.. et al., 1985): show that the C-termini of these proteins contain several acidic 

m i n o  acid side chains (bold) which should aiso be converted to the methyl ester derivatives 

using the current methodology. The methylation pattern obtained in these peptides may 

Vary. making analysis by the current MS method unfeasible for proteins containing acidic 

residues at the C-terniinus, due to the aigorithm employed in sequence determination. The 

unambiguous assignment of the cleavage pattern obtained fiom multiply methylated 

peptides. and hence the elucidation of the C-terminai sequences, would have to be 

accompIished by an aigorithm that can analyze the total nwnber of available methylation 

sites and the fragmentation patterns which would ensue. 

6.4 Discussion 

The development of C-terminai sequencing strategies is presently an intensive 

area of research. The need for sensitive methods in the characterization of proteins, 

particularly due to the demands imposed by biotechnology, is of obvious importance. 

AIthough a nurnber of automated methods are k i n g  developed by several manufacturers. 

none of these methodologies has been shown to be of general applicability. Furthemore, 

none of these methods has k e n  successful in identiSing the C-terminal sequence of 

proteins. for which the C-terminus is unknown, by direct modification of the C-terminal 

carboxyl group. 
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The procedure developed for the isolation of C-terminal peptides presented in the 

current study is a variation of the general C-terminal rnethodology developed by 

Duggleby and Kaplan (1975). The current investigations were performed in order to 

increase the sensitivity of the method by 1) modifjring the radioactive labelling procedure 

to increase the incorporation of the label (and thus sensitivity of the method) and 2) to 

combine the procedure with mass spectrometric analysis of the C-terminal peptides. The 

chemical labelhg procedure was accomplished by non-aqueous modification of the 

proteins with "c-M~I (Taralp and Kaplan, 1997) to produce the methyl esters of the 

carboxyl groups of the proteins, and the C-terminal peptides isolated using two- 

dimensional HVPE. The cwrent procedure represents an increase in sensitivity of almost 

two orders of magnitude. greatly due to the hi& degree of incorporation of label and the 

elimination of losses during the isolation procedure. but also due to the small quantity of 

starting material required for analysis by ES-MS- In this work. the entire procedure could 

easily be camed out on as little as 2 mg (25 nmoles) of protein (CAM-protoxin), with the 

isolation of C-terminal peptides fiom a total of O S  mg (6 nmoles) of the enzyrnatic 

digest. The results indicate that the procedure could be canied out on substantiaily less 

material. but would require longer exposure to the X-ray film for detection of the IabeIled 

peptides. Combining the method with ES-MS has also facilitated the analysis of the C- 

terminal peptides since it eliminates the need for conventional amino acid sequence 

analysis. 

Overall, the method can be readily pefiormed, with only minor technical 

difficulties (flame sealing vessels under vacuum, handling of radioactive methyl iodide) 

which c m  become routine with practice. The simplicity of the procedure (ie; the absence 
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of  sophisticated equipment) renders the makes the methodology accessible to small 

laboratories and the entire procedure, excluding autoradiopphy. can be performed 

within approximately 5 days. 

A concem in applying the method to the crystal protein fiom Bacillus ihringiemis 

was the insolubility of the protein at the pH values (4 -5) required for the labelling 

reaction. Despi te the insolubility, treatment of the derivatized crystal protein with pepsin 

was sufficient to liberate C-terminal peptides. 

6.5 Conclusion 

A sensitive method for the determination of the C-terminal sequence of proteins 

was developed and successfûily employed in the determination of the C-terminal 

sequence of c h a h  1 of a-chymotrypsin. The method involves the selective isolation o f  C- 

terminal peptides from proteins using two-dimensional HVPE for initial isolation of  the 

peptides. followed by sequence analysis by ES-MS. The method appears to be of general 

applicability with a minimum increase in sensitivity estimated at 10- to 100-fold over 

previous methodologies (6 nanomoles versus 40 nanomoles) (Bietlot. H.P.. et al., 1 %Wb). 

This increase in sensitivity is the result of the increased incorporation of the radiolabelled 

reagent. in the current investigation, the methodology permitted the isolation of 

picomolar quantities of C-terminal peptides; based on a 10940 yield of  C-terminal peptides. 

Although the C-terminal sequences of  ribonuclease and the crystal protein fiom 

Bacillus rhuringiensis var kursfaki HD-73 have not be determined at this time, further 

investigations are k i n g  undertaken to overcome the technical dificulties associated with 

the final andysis of  recovered C-terminal peptides. 
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Claims to Original Research 

1 ) A novel procedure for the isolation and identification o f  the C-terminal sequences 

in proteins has k e n  developed. 

2 )  The protection of BuciZZus fhuringiensis var kurstaki HD-73 crystals from sunlight 

inactivation has been demonstrated. 

3) DNA-protein complexes. derived from Bacillus thuringiensis 

var krtrstaki HD-73 crystals. have been prepared and chmcterized. 

4) A novel method for the identification and isolation of phosphorylated peptides has 

been developed. 

Claims 



Pu Mica tions arising from this thesis 
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DNA in the Activation of the CryiA Insecticidal CrystaI Protein fiom Baciiius 

t hirringiensis. Jour. Biol. Chem. 273,9292-9296. 
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Notes added in proof 

Validation of the C-terminal Methodology 

The amino acid composition of  a putative C-terminal peptide from bovine 

pancreatic ribonuclease has been obtained using the isolation procedure described in 

Chapter 6. This work was carried out by Nicolas Stewart from the Department of 

Chemistry. during ongoing work in the development of the procedure. The amino acid 

composition obtained was Ala 1.0. Asp 0.77. Ser 0.86, and Val 1.0. consistent with the C- 

terminal sequence, AspAla-Ser-Val, for this protein. Only l mg (50 nmol) of protein 

was required for this determination. and 1 nanomole of peptide was isolated fiom the 

tsvo-dimensional electrophoretogram of the esterified protein. This data vaiidates the 

methodology developed for isolating C-terminal peptides from proteins. To date, other C- 

terminal sequencing methodologies have only been successfü1 in obtaining the C-terminal 

sequences of small polypeptides of known sequence. Still, several technical aspects are 

currentl y being addressed to facilitate the analysis of the peptides by mass spectrometry 

and to increase the sensitivity to picomolar quantities of peptide. 

The remaining difficulties that must be solved are technical aspects involving the 

analysis of peptides isolated by the current procedure. The major dificulty is the 

inability to distinguish C-terminal peptides from contaminant signals (possibly arising 

from the paper used in the isolation procedure) in the initial ES-MS spectra. Aiso, the 

limited information with respect to the isolated peptides (MW and extent of derivatization 

/ methylation) has rendered the analysis more difficult. 

The current algorithm, used to search for sequences based on the molecular 

masses of the peptides. does not account for possible chernical modifications 

(esterification / methylation) of various side chains in the peptides. In particular, the 

masses of methylated derivatives of Asp, Glu and possibly Met and His, must be included 

in the algoritfuris used to deduce the sequence from the fragmentation pattern. 

Previously, the sequence of a diagonal peptide from a-chymotrypsin was obtained by 

mass spectrometry which corresponded to the sequence of the C-terminal peptide of 

chain 1 (Ser-Gly-Leu; amino acids 1 1 through 13) of the polypeptide. This peptide was 
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mass spectrometry which corresponded to the sequence of the C-terminal peptide of 

chain 1 (Ser-Gly-Leu; amino acids 1 1 through 13) of the polypeptide. This peptide was 

isolated and easily identified from MS-MS spectra. The ease of analysis may have been 

fortuitous in that the sequence contains residues that contain intact / unmodified R- 

groups. Putative peptides obtained fiom the eletrophoretograms of chymotrypsin and the 

Bt crystal protein, did not produce signals above background by amino acid analysis 

(background 100 pmol). A number of possible reasons for these difficulties and possible 

irnprovements and strategies are discussed below. 

The identification of C-terminal peptides by ES-MS is one of the limitations of 

the current methodology. An additionai piece of information that can be easily 

determined. and should be helpfûl in the analysis of  signais obtained by ES-MS, is the 

approximate molecular mass of the isolated peptides based on their electrophoretic 

rnobilities. This information could simpliQ the selection of signals obtained by ES-MS 

that should be anaiyzed by MS-MS for cleavage patterns and sequence determination. 

Some of the unsuccessfÙl MS-MS analyses were conducted on components with 

molecular masses much greater than that expected for any peptide obtained based on the 

etectrophoretic mobiiities. Thus a preliminary molecular mass estimate could facilitate 

the selection of appropriate, potentially C-terminus ES-MS signais. 

A final strategy is being invcstigated that should allow for positive identification 

of C-terminal peptides over possible contarninants. These studies are being carried out 

by Nicolas Stewart a fellow graduate student in Dr. Kaplan's group. The strategy 

involves a double Iabelling method that will allow unmbiguous identification of C- 

terminal peptides in the mass spectra. Mer initial "c-trace labelling, the second 

labelling is to be carried out using an equimolar mixture of CH3 and CD3-iodomethane. 

The %label is used to select peptides from the diagonal procedure on paper, while the 

CDJabel will provide a characteristic pattern by ES-MS to identify C-terminal peptide 

signals denved fiom the methylated protein sample. A pattern of mass peaks differing in 

increments of 3 mass units wouid be obtained, with increments of three, six and nine, 

revealing monomethylated, dimethylated and trimethylated derivatives respectively. 

Thus. using this labelling strategy, the mass peak pattern would provide M e r  evidence 

of the C-terminal origin of the mass peaks fiom the initial ES-MS spectra. The ability to 
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distinguish C-terminal peptides fiom contaminating materials would be solved unless the 

contaminants were already present in the starting material and were reactive towards 

iodomethane. 

This new labelling strategy also appears to resolve the earlier problems related to 

the ES-MS and MS-MS analysis of multiply labelled C-terminal peptides (peptides 

containing carboxyl side chahs mainly). Peptides that have been reacted at more than 

one site will provide molecular mass patterns that will also indicate the number of 

reactive sites in the peptide. Now, the ability to account for the number of sites of 

incorporation of the label (multiply labelled peptides), caused by differential labelling 

patterns in various peptides, wiIl provide a confirmation of the C-terminal origin of 

isolated peptides. This additional labelting step will also provide a built-in check for the 

purity of the initial protein preparations used in the analyses. 

Further studies using the aforementioned strategies are being conducted to 

successfully combine the diagonai isolation procedure with mass spectrometry. These 

strategies appear to provide a successful route towards this goal. 
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Appendix 1 

Amino Acid Composition of the Bt Cvstal Protein fmm Bacilfus thuringikmsis 
su bsp. kurstaki HD-73 (Pustell Sequence Analysis Programs: internationai Biotechnologies,Inc) 

A l a  A 
Val V 
Leu L 
Ile 1 
Pro P 
M e t  M 
Phe F 
Trp W 

Polar: 

G l y  G 
Ser S 
Thr T 
Cys c 
Tyr y 
Asn N 
Gln Q 

A c i d i c :  

Asp D 
Glu E 

B a s i c :  

Lys K 
-g R 
H i s  H 

Total AAs = 1178 

Number 

66 
84 
94 
74 
53 
10 
54 
19 

Number 

82 
9 1  
67 
16 
57 
85 
4 5  

Number 

61 
91 

Number 

34 
73 
22 

Percent 

5,603 
7.131 
7 980 
6.282 
4.499 

.849 
4 584 
1.613 

Percent 

6-961 
7,725 
5.688 
1.358 
4.839 
7.216 
3.820 

Percent 

5.178 
7 725 

Percent 

2,886 
6.197 
1,868 

Calculated Molecular Weight = 133304.900 
Estimated pI = 5 . 7 1  
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Appendix 2 

Amino acid sequence of the CryIA(c) cystal protein deducd fmm the gene nuckotide 
sequence of Bacillus rhuringièmis var. kumtaki HD-73 (Adan& M J. et al., 1985), 
iocluding hypsin and cyanogen bromide cteavage sites (Pustell Sequence Analysis 
Programs: International Biotechnologies,Inc) 

T = Trypsin 

10 20 30 40 50 60 * * * * * * 
MDNNPNINECI PYNCLSNPEVEVLCGERIETGYTPI DIS Lç LTQFLLSEFVPGAGFVLGL 
A A 

Appcndix 2 



490 500 510 520 5 3 0  540  * * * * * * 
FLFNGSVISGPGFTGGDL~SSGNNIQNRGYIEVPIHFPSTSTRYRVRVRYASVTPIH 

A A  A A A A  

T T T T  

TT T T TT T T T T  T 

790 800 810 820 830 840  * * * * * * 
TGSLWPLSAQS PIGKCGEPNRCAPHLEWNPDLDCSCRDGEKCAHHSHHFSLDIDVGCTDL 

A A A A 

T T T  T T T T T T  
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CNBr : From To Mol, Wt. Residues p1 

Trypsin: From To M o l .  W t .  Residues pI 
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Appendix 3 

Sequence alignment of the Bt CrylA(a), CrylA(b) and CrylA(c) c ystal proteins. 

Conserved sequences are indicated by vertical lines (Ho fie and Whiteley, 1 989). 

TOXlN 
A n .  - --  

1 2  
- 

H 
100 

3 z 5 
300 Sb0 700 900 1100 

* . - - -- - .- - -- - TOXlN 
c l  I K Jm I II ml nmwiagni - -- - I 111m 

W -7 300 500 900 1100 1300 
7- t 

700 
5 



Appendix 4 

Conscrved Amino Acid Sequence Blocks for AU Crystal Proteins Encoded by Cy 
Genes (except CryII and CryIVD) (Hofie and Whiteley, 1989). 

cry KA, 
cry IA,. 
cf y LA, 
cry IB 
cryIC 
cry ID 
cryf IXA 
cry IVA 
cry IVE4 
cry lVC 

cry IVO 

cryIIA 
cry 118 

Block 1 

cry IA, 
cry TA, 
c r Y 1 L  
cryZB 
crYIC 
CryID 
c r y I f  I A  
cty TVA 
cryfvB 
c w m  
Block 2 

cry X L 
cryfA, 
cr Y 1 A, 
cryIB 
cry I C  
cryID 
crylf IA 
cry XVA 
cry IYB 
cry IVC 

Block 3 

cryIA, 
cryIAb 
cryIA, 
cryIB 
cry IC 
cryXD 
c r y x  1 K A  
cryIVA 
cry IVB 
cry LVC 

Block 4 

crrIlL 
C t Y f k  
cry I& 
c m  ID 
cryxc 
C-ID 
CryIIXA 
cry IVA 
cry X M  
cry IVC 
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Appendix 5 

Full l i s t  of Baci//u.s fhuringiensis delta-cndotoxin gcnes 
(http:/!e~unis.bioIs.susx.ac,uMHonie!NtiI Crickmore!Bt/to:iins.htnil) 

Name Original AccessionReference YearJournaI Coding 
Region 

cry 1 Aa 1 cryIA(a) M 1 1250 Schnepf et al JBC 260 ' 985 62644272 
527-4054 

crylAa2cryIA(a) Ml0917 Shibanoetal Gene 34 ' 985 243-25 1 l53->295S 

cry 1 Aa3 cryIA(a) DO0348 Shimizu et al 
ABC 52 

988 1565- 1573 
73-3603 

cry 1 Aa4 cryIA(a) X 1 353 5 Masson et ai NAR 17 
989 446-446 

1-3528 

Udayasuriyan et cry 1 AaS cryIA(a) D 1 75 1 8 al 
BBB 58 

1994 830-835 
81-361 1 

cry 1 Ab 1 cryIA(b) Ml3898 Wabiko et al DNA 5 
986 305-3 14 

142-3606 

cry 1 Ab2cryIA(b) M 1266 1 Thorne et al 166 155-3625 
19868~1-81 1 

cry 1 Ab3cryIA(b) M 1527 1 Geiser et ai Gene 48 
1986 109-1 18 

156-3623 

cry 1 Ab4crytA(b) DO01 17 Kondo et ai ABC 51 
1987455-463 

163-3630 

cry 1 AbScryIA(b) X04698 Hofte et al EJB 161 
986 273-280 

14 1-3605 

cry 1 AbdcryIA(b) M37263 Hefford et ai 

NAR 16 
cry 1 Ab7cryIA@) X 13233 Haider & Ellar 1988 0927- 0927 1-3465 

cry 1 Ab8cryIA(b) Ml 6463 Oeda et al 
Gene 53 

1987 113-1 19 
157-3624 

cry 1 Ab9cryIA(b) X54939 Chak & Jen 1993 PNsCRc 7-14 l7 73-3540 

cry 1 Ac 1 cryIA(c) Ml 1068 Adang et ai 
Gene 36 

985 289-300 
388-392 1 

AEM 57 
cry 1 AcZcryIA(c) M35524 Von Tersch et 199 1 349-358 

239-3772 

NAR 18 
cry 1 Ac3 cryIA(c) X54 159 Dardenne et ai 1990 5465546 339->2 192 

cry 1 Ac4cryIA(c) M73249 Payne et al 1991USP4990332 1-3537 
cry 1 AcScryIA(c) M73248 Payne et al 1992USP 5135867 1-3534 
cry 1 Ad cryIA(d) M73250 Payne & Sick 1993 USP 5246852 1-3537 ' Biict 173 8 1-3623 cry 1 Ae crylA(e) M65252 Lee & Aronson 199 1 6635-6638 
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4 - - - w u  i . . Whiteley l YU6 
2723 -2724 

cry 1 B b ET5 L32020 Donovan & Tan 1994 USP 5322687 
cry 1 Bc crylb(c) 246442 Bishop et al 

cry 1 Ca 1 cryIC XO75 18 Honee et al 
cry 1 Ca1 cryIC X075 18 Honee et al 

cry 1 Ca2 cryIC X 13620 Sanchis et al 

cry 1 Ca3 cryIC M7325 1 Payne & Sick 

cry 1 Cb cryIC(b) M97880 Kalman et al 

cry 1 Da cryID X54 160 Hofie et al 

cry 1 Db prtB 2225 1 1 Lambert 

cry 1 Eal cryIE XS3985 Visser et al 

cry 1 Ea2 crylE XS6 144 Bosse et al 

cry 1 Ea3 cryIE M73252 Payne & Sick 
cry 1 Eb cry Iyb) M73253 Payne & Sick 

cry 1 Fa 1 cryIF M63897 Chambers et al 

cry 1 Fa2 cryIF M73254 Payne & Sick 
crylFb prtD 222512 Lambert 
crylG prtA 222510 Lambert 
cry1H prtC 222513 Lambert 

cry 1 IaI cryV X6282 1 Tailor et al 

cry 1 Ia2 cryV Mg8544 Gleave et al 

c1ylIa3 cryV L36338 Shinetal 
crylIb cryV U07642 Shin et al 
cry 1 Ja ET4 L32O 19 Donovan & Tan 
crylJb ET1 U3 1633 Von Tersch 
crylK U28801 Koo 

Widner & cry2Ad cry IIA M23 723 Whiteley 
Widner & 

cry2Ab 1 cryIIB M23 7% 

cry3A 1 cryIlIA M22472 Hermstadt et al 

cry3A2 cryIIIA JO2978 Sekar et al 

1994 unpublished 

wzNAR l6 

Mol Micro 3 
1989 229-238 
1993 USP 5246852 

AEM 59 
1993 1131-1 137 

NAR 18 
990 5545-5545 

1993 unpublished 
J Bact 172 

1990 67836788 
NAR t 8 ' 990 7443-7443 

1991 USP 5039523 
1993 USP 5206 166 

J Bact 173 
99 3966-3976 

1993 USP 5 1 88960 
1993 unpublished 
1993 unpublished 
1993 unpublished 

AEM 59 
1993 1683- 1687 
1994 unpublished 
1994 unpublished 
1994 USP 5322687 
1994 USP 5356623 
1995 unpublished 

JBC 264 
989 47404740 

J Bact 171 
lgB9 965-974 

JBact 171 
989 965-974 

Mol Micro 4 
990 2087-2094 

FEMS 8 1 
1991 31-36 

NAR 15 
19877183-7183 

566-2497 



Donovan et ai 

cry3A6 cryIIIA U 10985 Adams et al 

MGG 214 
1988 365-372 

Mol Micro 14 
1994 38 1-389 569-2503 

cry3 Ba l cryIIIB X 1 7 123 Sick et al NAR 18 
Ig9O 13054305 

25-> 1977 

c1y3Ba2 cryIIIB A07234 Peferoen et al 1 990 EP 0382990 342-2297 

Donovan et al AEM 58 
992 392 1-3927 

cry3C cryIIID X59797 Lambert et al Genel10 232-2178 
1992 131-132 

Ward & EIlar 

cry4A2 cryIVA DO0248 Sen et al ABC 52 
1988 873-878 

Tungpmdubkui et cry4B2 cryIVB X07082 al NAR 16 
19" 1637-1638 151-3558 

Gene 66 cry4B3 cryIVB Mî0242 Yamamoto et al 
1988 iO7- 120 

cry4B4 cryIVB DO0247 Sen et al ABC 52 
1988 873-878 

cry5Aa cryVA(a)L07025 Sick et al 1994 USP 528 1530 1 ->4 1 55 
cry5Ab cryVA(b)L07026 Narvaetai 1991 EP 046272 1 1 ->3867 
cry5B PS86Q3 U19725 Payne & Michaels 1995 USP 5427786 1->3735 
cry6A cryVIA L07022 Narvaet al 1993 USP 5236843 1->1425 
cry6B cryVIB L07024 Narva et ai 1991EP0462721 1->Il85 

cry7Aa cryIIIC M64478 Lambert et al AEM 58 
lg9* 25362542 1 84-3 597 

cry7AblcryIIICb U04367 Payne & Fu 1994 USP 5286486 1->34 14 
cry7Ab2cryIIICc U04368 Payne & Fu 1994 USP 5286486 1 ->3414 
cry8A cryIIIE U04364 Foncemada et al 1992 EP 0498537 1 ->347 1 
cry8B cryIIIG U04365 Michaels et al 1993 W0 WlS2O6 1->3507 

CurrMicro30 1-3447 cry8C cryIiIF U04366 Ogiwara et al. 1995 z7-235 

FEBS 293 522-3989 cry9A 1 cryIG X58 120 Srnulevitch et al 1991 25-28 
- 

cry9A2 cryIG X58534 Gleave et al 1992 JGM 138 55-62385->3837 

FEBS336 26-3488 cry9B cryIX X7SO 19 ~he&lev et al 1993 79-82 

cry9C cryIH 237527 Lambert et al 1994 WO 94105771 2096-5569 

cry 1 OA cry IVC M 12662 Thome et al ' ' 66 94 1 -2965 19868~1-81 1 

cry11AlcryIVD M3 1737 Donovan et al 1988 IBact170 41-1969 
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cry 1 1 A 1 cryIVD M3 1 73 7 Donovanet al 

cry 1 1 A2cryIVD M22860 Adams et al 

cry 12A cryVB L07027 Narva et al 
cry 1 3A cryVC L07023 Schnepf et al 
cry 14A cryVD U 13955 Payne & Narva 

Brown & cry 1 SA 34kDa 
M76442 Whiteley 

c N A  cyts 214147 Koni & Mlar 

988 4732-4738 
41-1969 

J Bact 171 
1989 52 1-530 cry 1 1 BJeg80X 

199 1 EP 046272 1 1 ->377 1 
1 992 WO 921 19739 1 -2409 
1994 WO 94/16079 1-3558 

74 L 036-2055 l 992 549-557 
NAR 13 

lg8' 8207.82 17 140-886 

1986JMB 191 1-1 1 509-1255 
NAR 15 

19873619-3619 36-782 

currMcro l6 67-816 
19*' 171-177 

JMB 229 
1993 3 19-327 270- 1 O46 
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Appendix 6 

ES-MS Spectrum of Peptide R-1 from Ribonuclease A 
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Appendix 7 

MS-MS Spectrum of Peptide R-1 (m/z 585.2) from Ribonuclease A 
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Appendix 8 

MS-MS Spectrum of Peptide R-1 (m/z 571.2) from Ribonuclease A 
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MS-MS Spectrum of Peptide R-1 (m/z 559.2) from Ribonuclease A 
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MS-MS Spectrum o f  Peptide R-l (m/z 545.2) from Riboauclease A 
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Appendix 12 

M S M S  Spectrum of Peptide R-2 ( m h  315) from Ribonuclwe A 
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ES-MS Spectrum of Peptide CAM4 Bt Crysîal Protein 
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Table of Common Amino Acid Residues and Masses 




